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Planners Delay Action
On 16th Street Rezoning
By DEBBIE N.LEE
Staff Reporter
A vote on a request from Dan Miller
to rezone a tract of land located off of
South 16th Street *the Loch Lomond
area from R-2 to R-4 was postponed by
members of the Murray Planning
Commission Tuesday night until a
special called meeting of the commission set for Tuesday, April 24.
R-2 zoning limits construction to
single family dwellings, and R-4 calls,
for multi-family dwellings. The 2.65acre tract that Miller wishel'rezoned
adjoins a 5.6-acre tract that is already
zoned R-4.
The public hearing for this request
was held at Tuesday night's meeting,
while the public hearing on a
preliminary plat for a residential
planned development project proposed
by Miller for the tract,in question was
continued until next week.
The bearing on the prelimipary plat,
however, is contingent upoti the approval of the rezoning request, according to City Attorney Bill Phillips.
Several citizens whose property is
located near the land owned by Miller
attended the meeting to protest the
rezoning request.
George T., Lilly, 500 S. 16th, told the
commission that this land had been
.zoned approximately 12 years ago and
that if it were now rezoned, it would
campus
morning at Wells Hall on the Murray State University
FIRE ALARM — A false fire alarm around 9:15 this
show that "the commitment of the city
chatting
After
building.
the
around
administration gathered
cannot stand the test of time."'
broke up the routine of classes as students,-faculty and
was one of the first to return to the building.
Other citizens who requested that the
with several people, MSU President Constantine W.Curris
Sanders
Staff Photos Itv Matt
commission retain the original zoning
designation were Pauline Wainscott of
401 S. 16th, Mar* Armbruster of 405 S.
16th, Euin Dick of 300 S. 15th, and Floyd
H. Krewson of 311 S. 16th. Several of
these property owners told the commissioners that they, felt the value of
their property would be decreased if
Miller were permitted to erect an
not
are
who
Freemans,
complex on the land.
apartment
two
The
He said a trend begun in Jamilry and
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approved the 61s2 percent hike
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pointing
-average
above
which
during
February
Associated Press Writer
power officials said - request, Miller stated that the ditch on
power output from TVA's dams and it& —after the agency's
the money was needed to eliminate a
the property, where the zoning
nuclear and coal-fired plants kept
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — An
$59 million deficit in fiscal
potential
. .
_
changes, was an arbitrary line chosen
continued
costs
generating
reducing
Tennessee
the
rates
increase In electric
1979.
when the land was fiest zoned. He also
March.
through
Valley Authority in February said was
The higher rates would have raised
said that the back portion of the lot
infinancial
its
maintain
essential to
"It is too early to say exactly what
$100 million in revenues. The balance of
cannot be developed as R-2. Further,
tegrity may not be needed until
effect the March results will have,"
$41 million was to be reinvested in the
October.
TVA Chairman S. David Freeman said
power sytem in order to meet bond
TVA announced Tuesday it may be
Tuesday. "However, the continuation
services' requirements, officials
rating
able to again postpone for another three
of this favorable trend increases the
said. The average residential
months the 642 percent increase the
possibility that TVA might avoid a
customer's bill would have jumped
government utility's two directors
general rate increase until the next
to about $33 per 1,000 kilowatt$2.01
approved in February to go into effect
fiscal year begins, in October and wehours.
April 1.
have to face the impact of another year7
TVA, however, had such good results
WICKLIFFE, Ky.(AP) — Residents
of inflation."
would
with its power system in January and
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was
have left a low-lying three-block
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who
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will-have
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was
TVA
rate
increase
mean
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cash
section
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and
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24
its
months
of
erased in the two
without raising the bills
.1978. The 8 percent nike ten was apground waiting for the Mississippi
margin of $22-million was left over.
million retail customers in seven
proved by Freeman and his
River to crest, and then recede.
,Last month, officials said a rate instate&
predecessor as chairman, Aubrey
Ballard County ShOfiff Bob Taylor
crease could be avoided in July if the
earlier.
two
months
Wagner,
Spokesman Lee Sheppeard said the
it appeared that the river, which
said
trend continued.
Freeman and Richard M. Freeman,
optimism stems from a report showing
flooded the area for the second time in a
Sheppeard said heavy rains last
Wagner, have since set
who
succeeded
TVA avoided buying outside power or
month and the fifth time since 1973, was
a goal cif keeping TVA's rate increases
See TVA
running its expensive oil-fired turbines
still rising slightly on Tuesday.
to or slightly below the rate of
equal
to meet last month's electricity
Page 14-A, Column 7
But Taylor said the water would have
inflation.
demands.

TVA Officials Say Rate Hike
May Not Be Needed Until Fall

Miller claimed that rental property was
in the area of his land.
In othel action, the comnifiiiiii give
final approval to the Land Use Plan.
The land use figures were compiled
during a study that will be submitted to
the U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development as part of the
city's 701 Planning Study.
City Planner Steve Zea reported to
the commission on the status of the
Community Development Project,
which recently received funding from
HUD. The grant awarded to the city, in
the amount of $996,910, will be used for
Improvements in the Douglas community.
Zea said that he is in the process of
completing the final application, which
must be in by June 30. Funds should be
forthcoming by Aug. 30.

Youngsters Prepare
For Special Olympics
Twenty-eight students from four
schools in Calloway County are busy
preparing for the Spring Special
Olympics scheduled for Friday, April
27, at Roy Stewart Stadium on the
campus of Murray State University. •
The annual event, designed to bring the
joy of athletic competition achievement
to mentally retarded children is cosponsored by the Western Kentucky
Regional Mental Health-Mental
Retardation Board Inc. and Murray
State University.
. Activities are scheduled to begin at 9
a.m. and will feature many track and
field events including the high jump,
broad jump, softball throw, and a
variety of distance running events.
Participants compete at their own level
of ability in each event throughout the
day.
According to Kim Goheen, director of
the 1979 Spring Meet, and Gayle
Wadlington, Region fine Special
Olympics coordinator, more than 250
children from six 'counties in west

Residents Of Wickliffe
Remain On High Ground

Supreme Court Votes 6 To 3

News Media Suffers Major Legal Defeat
By RICHARD CARELLI
Associated PressWriter
WASHINGTON (AP)— The Supreme
Court, voting 6 to 3, ruled today that
public figures suing for libel may
inquire into a journalist's "state ci
mind" and the editorial process behind
the allegedly libelous statement.
Handing the news media a major
legal defeat, the justices ruled that
reporters and editors enjoy no constitutional protection from having to
answer such questions in libel cases.
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increasing
cloudiness .
Clear to partly cloudy tonight.
low in the low 50s. Increasing
cloudiness with a chance of
showers Thursday. Highs in the
mid to upper 704.
Extended Forecast
Kentucky's. extended weather
outlook for Friday through
Sunday calls for unseasonably
warm temperatures Friday with
a chance 'of showers in the west,

"We have concluded that the (2nd
U.S. Circuit) Court of Appeals
misconstrued the First and 14th
amendments and accordingly reverse
its judgment," Justice Byron R. White
wrote for the court.
The decision is a big victory for
former Army Lt. Col. Anthony Herbert,
who is suing CBS and others in a $44.7
million libel action.
The decision means lawyers for
Herbert wiltbe able to ask at least some
of the questions they previously were
barred from asking in pre-trial
proceedings.

that a statement was false or reckless
disregard for whether it was false.
If questions probing into the editorial
process are allowed — such as."WhY
did you use this quote instead of
another?" or "Didn't you and your
editors suspect that your source was
malice might be
lying?"
easier to prove in future libel suits.

"According an absolute privilege to
the editorial process of a media
defendant in a libel case is not required,
authorized or presaged by our prior
cases," White wrote.,
He said that to give journalists such
an absolute privilege "would substantially enhance the burden of
proving actual malice, contrary? to the
expectations of (past libel . rulings)."

White was joined in the majority
opinion by Chief Justice Warren E.
Burger and Justices Harry A. Blackmun, Lewis F. Powell Jr., William
Rehnquist and John Paul Stevens.
Three justices, William J. Brennan
Jr., Thurgood Marshall and Potter
Stewart, filed separate dissenting
opinions but only Marshall voted to give
the news media a total victory.
"Because I believe some constraine
on pretrial discovery are essential to
ensure the 'uninhibited and robdst
debate on public issues which the
court's 1964 ruling) contemplated, I
respectfully dissent," Marshall said

Jack Landau, director of the
Reporters Committee for Freedom of
the Press, said the decision was "a
major defeat for the First Amendment." Taken with other recent court
rulings, he said, the decision means
"the. press will soon have lost the last
constitutional shred of its editorial
privacy and independence from the
government." .
The American Newspaper Publishers
Association, a party to the Herbert
ease, said 'only that it was "disappointed".in the decision.
Under a landmark 1964 Supreme
Court decision, public officials and
public figlires who sue for libel must
prove "actual malice" — knowledge

Brennan wanted the court to shield
journalists from "state of mind'
questions -in certain instances but
added: "This privilege must yield if a
public figure plaintiff is able to
demonstrate to the ... satisfaction of a
trial judge that the libel in question
constitutes defamatory falsehood."
Stewart voted to send the case back to
the federal trial court for rulings on
each individual question Herbert's
lawyers sought to ask.
The test case decided today stemmed
from Herbert's 1973 lawsuit against
CBS, the network's "00 Minutes" news
magazine program, correspondent
Mike Wallace, producer Barry Landc
and the Atlantic Mouthly.

Herbert, who was stripped of a
battalion command, gained national
prominence in 1971 when he formally
charged his superior officers with
covering up war crimes in South
Vietnam.

Lando's investigation of Herbert's
experiences led to a Feb., 4, 1W73,
segment on "60 Minutes" called "The
Selling of, Colonel Herbert."
In it, the truth of Herbert's charges
was called into question. Lando also
wrote an article for the Atlantic
Monthly magazine about his findings,
Herbert's suit charged that the
program and article "falsely and
maliciously" depicted him as a liar and
injured his reputation.
Herbert's lawyers questioned Lando
on 26 occasions and asked a host of
questions. Lando answered many of
them, but refused to respond to those
dealing with the editorial process —
how he decided what to include and
exclude from the telecast.
A federal trial judge ruled that Lando
had to answer the questions, but the 2nd
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals rulecIthat
journalists must always be free from
questions that might inhibit their
constitutional rights under' the freepress. provisions of the First Amendment.
The circuit court said that "faced
,with the possibility of such an
inquisition ... the tendency (among
journalists) would be to follow the safe
-course of avoiding contention and
. controversy — the 'antithesis of the
values fostered by the First Amend•xment.
is ruling.
court"
Today's decision reversed the cirrwt

The grant, in conjunction with the
Small Cities Community Develepment
Block Grant Program, is a single year
comprehensive grant for a two-year
period. The city will receive $500,080
this year and $496,910 next year.
Included in the grant are funds for the
rehabilitation of housing and improvements of water lines, curbs,
gutters, sidewalks and streets, as well
as the screening of the industrial
portion of the community, the Tappan
Company, from the residential portion
cf the community.
Zea, who said he was glad that
Nurrayans were "getting some federal
tax dollars for use here," told the
commission that he thought the 'grant
would be a great asset to the city in the
area of housing.

to rise substantially to force more
evacuations.
A crest was predicted today at Cairo,
where the Mississippi and Ohio meet,
according to the Army Corps of
Engineers.
J.T. Mitchell, chief of the engineering
division of the Corps' Reservoir Control
Center at Cincinnati, said that will not
mean flooding is over for the spring.,
"There's still a lot of water to come
down," he said.
Residents have moved out of about 20
houses — some taking refuge in a
nearby church and others with friends
and relatives — and a dozen or more
mobile homes have been moved to
higher ground.
Taylor said motorists could detour
around a section of U.S. 51 between
Wickliffe and Bardwell, to the south in
Carlisle County, that was blocked by
high miter.
But he said water was also "right at
the edge" of U.S. 51 to the north, between Wickliffe and Cairo, Ill.
"If it gets much higher it could close
it and that's a major route. There's no
way to detour around it," he said.
The Carlisle County sheriff's office
said that county was experiencing no
flood problems so far.

Kentucky will participate. The
program is designed to encourage
other
and
retarded
mentally
developmentally disabled children to
build their bodies through physical
activity and find the joy of. winning
through personal effort.
.Athletes who win the various meets at
the Murray State event will have the
opportunity to compete in June at the
state Special Olympic games to be held
at Morehead State University. Winners
from that event will be able to go on to
the International Games slated for
Brockport, New York, in early August.
Students participating from Calloway
County are from the following Schools:
Murray Middle School, coached by
Southwest
Lamar;
Charlene
Elementary, coached by Diana Jones;
North Elementary, coached by Mona
MultiSouthwest
Grant; and
Handicapped, coached by Mary Wyatt
and Susan Stringham. .
Admission to the games is free, and
the public is encouraged to attend and
support the Special Olympic athletes.

Mistakes Change
Order Of Finish
Of Speech Teams
Dr. Glifford Blyton, director of the
Kentucky High School Speech League,
notified the speech teams of Calloway
County High School and Murray High
School Tuesday that mistakes had been
made in compiling the points of the top
five schools at the 59th annual Kentucky State Speech Tournament held in
Lexington April 6-7.
A recount was conducted to clarify
the confusion'surrounding the top three
sweepstakes awards given at the
tournament.
After completing the point recount,
the names of the top five teams and
their points were released by Blyton.
First place with 144 points went to
Union County; second place went to
Louisville Atherton with 132 points;
Calloway County claimed third with 122
points; Jessamine County was fourth
with 121 points; and Murray High was
fifth with 118 points.
Prior to the recount, Union County
had been named as first with 127 points,
Murray High as second with 123 points,
and Calloway County as third with 126
points.
Approximately 850 students from 101
schools participated in the event.
Calloway County had won the state
championship for the past two years.

1
• HONOR SOCIETY OFFICERS — Murrayins who have been elected as officers of the, Murray State University chapter of Beta Gamma Sigma, a
national scholastic honor society in business and administration, are Tar-pley Brooks Jones, president, left, and Larry Glen 'vans, vice-president
right.
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Verses' Collection Written Puckett And Duncan
By Local Woman Published Wedding L Planned
The Rev Henry McKenzie,
pastor emeritus of the Murray
Presbyterian Church, has
recently had published a book
under the title "Threefold
Nature in Verse," written by

Dorothy B. McKenzie
his wife, Dorothy Burke
McKenzie. The volume includes a collection of some of
the verses written in response
to events and scenes met

during their more than fifty
years together in the ministry.
Mrs.
McKenzie
has
designated three groups of
verses, Divine Nature, cosmic
nature and human nature, as
expressions of the various
exemplifications of nature in
our everyday world.
Feeling that Divine Nature
is present not only in worship
as revelation and mysticism,
but also that it implies moral
accountability, the theme of
God's plan for each living
creature constantly emerges.
Poetic pictures of the beauty
of nature from observation
and appreciation ci the world
around about us form the
volume's second section. The
sky above and the earth
beneath„rivers, trees, flowers
-all parts of cosmic creation,
with its changing seasons, are
emphasized.
Much humorous verse is
included in the human nature
grouping, some of which the
author calls her Silly Scribbles. Many facets and traits of
human personalities, as well

Your Individual
Horoscope

as special events are lightly
portrayed. The threefold
aspects of nature are
dependent
inand
terdependent.
Through the years, several
of the poems have appeared in
various publications. During
their more than eighteen
years' residence in Murray,
Mrs. McKenzie has been very
active in church, social and
fraternal organizations. in our
community.
The Rev. Mr.. McKenzie
reports he has volumes far
sale at $5.00 each.

PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Mrs. Mary Puckett of
Hardin has been a patient at
the Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.

PADUCAH PATIENT
Recently dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah,
was George Bohannon of
Kirksey.

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Amanda Barnett of Murray
Route 8 was dismissed March
28 from the Community
Hospital, Mayfield.

I
MiNA

Pwlett

Mr. and Mrs. Sam Puckett of Dexter announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Cathy, to Greg Duncan, son of Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Duncan of
Almo Route 1.
The wedding will be solemmzed_ on Friday -June 22, at 7
p.m. at the -Dexter Church..of CiVig..WAIL John Hicks officiating.
All friends and relatives are Avited to attend the wedding.
Only out of town invitations will be sent.

I),

L

HEALTH
Most common complaint

DEAR DR. LAMB - Will
you please help me' I've
been told by a very good
doctor that I have migraine
headaches. They are very
painful and long lasting. I
cannot stand and I get very
dizzy and ill. I have to stay in
bed for a day or more at a
time. I'm not on any medication except aspirin now and
then. I'm in my mid-30s and
keep house. I have one child,
7 years old, and am a professional person working - 40
hours a week. These headaches are ruining my life.
My doctor does , not say
much except to relax and
tive a quiet life.
DEAR READER - I'll
have to depend on your
statement that you do have
migraine headaches. The
typical migraine is associated with the headaches
along the side of the head
and often involving the eye.
They can either be on one or
both sides of the head. Often
there are preceding symptoms that warn a person one
is starting. Being sick at
your stomach and having
digestive complaints are a
common part of the problem.
They can be mild or
severe. The location of the
pain may vary enormously.
That's why a doctor has to
listen very carefully to the
history and the course of
events before he can decide
definitely that a headache
belongs to the migraine
group.
Migraine headaches are
usually associated with
changes in circulation to the
brain and head region sometimes from overdistension of arteries and apparently, in some instances

Lawrence E Lamb.M.D.
I am sending you The
because of'excessive constriction of the arteries pre- Health Letter number 2-9,
Headache: Man's Most
ceding the headache.
The changes in artery size Common Complaint. It will
is the basis for the use of give you a general appreciaergotamine tartrate. This tion of the problems of headmedication acts on the arter- aches and what causes them
ies mod is often specific for as well as some specific
information on migraine
relieving the headache at its headaches. Other readers
onset. For this reason it is who want this issue can send
sometimes used to establish 50 cents with a long,
a diagnosis of migraine stamped, self-addressed envelope for it. Send your
headache.
AspirirLdoes work in some request to me in care of this
mild cases and at the very newspirper, P.O. Box t551,
onset coffee will sometimes Radio City Station, New
relieve the headache. There York, NY 10019.
Relaxation is important in
are a number OT other medicines that have been used preventing migraine headsuccessfully in treating mi- aches. It's important for
graine headaches in recent people who have these probyears. Some of these can lems to understand what
only be used temporarily but causes them in terms of
can be used even to prevent their regular life style. Usuthe occurence of headaches. ally the people that have
If you continue to have migraine headaches are perproblems, may I suggest fectionists. They work extra
that you ask your doctor to hard at trying to please.
refer you to a neurologist. They set standards too high
After evaluation of your for themselves and they pay
case he may decide that you the price with a headache.
should use one of the newer Learning to understand your
medicines either to prevent own emotional dynamics
headaches or to control sometimes helps you avoid
these kinds o( pitfalls.
thase that occur.
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Oct. 23 to Nov. 211
A partner or close ally may Year Of The Child-What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what be the only one who unthe stars say, read the derstands your present
forecast given for your birth situation. Others are liable to
find fault. Unfinished work
Sign.
could be done at home.
ARIES
SAGITTARIUS
Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)TA t Nov. 22 to Dec. 21 )
Be more self-effacing than
HOSPITAL NEWS I
By Hugh A. Mulligan
Watch out for exorbitant
for playing with matches humiliati
you'd prefer for your best price tags and carelessness
ng way.
AP Special Correspondent
again, she'll ihriek for her
career success. Evening hours with- finances. Creative work
Spanking is against the law, 3-26-79
NEW YORK ( AP - In lawyer like Jenny Lind hittingfavor getting in touch with should proceed smoothly.
even
a whack or a slap. So,
Sweden,in this the Year of the a high note.
Newborn Admissions
friends. Exchange ideas.
too, is sending little Birgit to
Exchange ideas.
Child,
the
hand
that
rocks
the
Children'
Baby
Girl Miller (Sharon
s
Lib
TAURUS
has
scored
a
CAPRICORN
cradle and makes the peanut great victory in the legendary bed without supper, dusting Rt. 7 Bx. 56, Mayfield,
Apr. 20 to May 20)e4
-0
1' (Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
Baby
GARDEN DEPARTMENT CARD PARTY-Top winners at
the rompers of darling Dag,
butter sandwiches had better land of the Goths
Hidden factors may affect
and the cutting off Olaf's TV rights, Girl Lewis (Donna), Rt. 1,
the annual card party held March 28 by the Garden DeparA kind word is preferred keep her hands herself.
to
Wends, the Svears, the
travel, plans. Be careful of over an ego display. Don't go
Farmington, Baby Girl
tment of the Murray Woman's Club were, top photo, left to
confining Pia to her bedroom
If mama paddles the Vikings and the Volvo.
false
promises
Bomar (Janet), Rt. 1, Box
and overboard about a relationright. Joyce Thomas, bridge: Nelle Eaton, canasta; and
similar
and
humiliati
ons
posteriof
of little Ingmar for
. exaggeration on the part of ship. Be on the lookout
By a vote of 259-6, the
158A, Cottage Grove, Tenn.,
Kitty
Freeman, door prize. Other bridge winners were Leone
for leaving footprints
against
inipendin
g posterity.
in the Rikstag,
another, but career gains household bargains.
Baby Boy Dowdy (Tina), Travis, Mimi Jordan, June Carlson,
the
Swedish
Dorothy Overby, Ada
Morn
and
Dad
could
wind
up
smorgasb
ord or'settiligKrtte-Parliament, hat fArstecra taw-possible.
Murray Manor Apts., Murray.
AQUARIUS
Roberts, Doris Rose, Marie Hicks, Euldene Robinson,
in family court by Way Of the
the
cat,
he'll
scream
GEMINIfor
the
that
starting July 1 parents
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)Dismissals
Urbena Koenen, MayreUe Clark, Agnes Fair, Bonnie Jones,
My11 to Jurie-20-1 1111110:---Don't blame others at home coppers, If .Popa slaps the may not strike their children police station for opening little
Mrs. Millie Ward, 1608
Jean
Outland. and Kitty Freeman. Other canasta winners
Gustav's
mail
and.
getting
an College Farm
A winning smile abets if you aren't using leisure time wrial-.Me- tittle Match girl• - -or- treat them in
Rd., Murray,
Ant. acb,ance peek -r-0:711/.po
were Euva Alexander, Irma La Follette, and Elizabeth
•
rrio Mrs. Genetft
career efforts, but avoid constructively. Find
your
Fittr18,--Itt. 4 Bx
linleamh. in the bottom photo Mary Wells sad Millie Graves
publications.
The
carelessness or thoughtless corner space, then act on
law 560. Murray,
your •
Mrs,
Debra
A.
are Shown serving punch at the tea table. Arrangements of
prescribe
s .no specific Allbritten,
expenditures. Later, keep in creative ideas.
Bx. 23, Puryear:- jonquils and forsythia were used on the serving tables and
penalties for parents caught
touch with friends, especially PISCES
Tenn., Mrs. Rita R. Cavitt,
the individual tables.
those afar.
red-handed assaulting the
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 201
Fox
Meadows, Murray, Mrs.
„ CANCER
sensibiliti
es
of
the
new
unA social occasion , has
Wanda A. Garland, Rt. 9 Bx.
June 21 to July 221 48.
touchable generation, but
(C
) romantic overtones. Don't,
205,
Benton, Taz J. Cole, 311 E.
There may be some friction however, turn off new
complaints will be handled by
12th, Benton, Shannon Page,
with partners re career. Show - acquaintances with too
police
and
social
workers
with
much
1615 Magnolia, Murray, Mrs.
others how your efforts will talk about yourself.
referrals to family court.
Millie
McCoy, Rt. 5, Benton,
By
Abigail Van Buren
benefit them. Discuss plans.
Parents better keep a civil
Mrs. Georgia L Adams, Rt. 2
LEO
n
YOU BORN TODAY are
tongue in their heads while
Bx. 134, Murray, Peggy
f July 23to Aug. 22)
more suited for business than
'Junior is out plowing up the
Aldridge, 1012 Reynolds,
Travel plans may conflict the typical Arien. You need
petunia bed with his 10-speed
Paris, Tenn., Rupert C. Pittwith work duties. Try not to action and are attracted to
bike and Gerta is spiking the
man, CR Box. 33 New Congoof off on the job. Go along fields where there's plenty of
blue cheese dressing with
cord, Mrs. Stella Pritchett,
with the ideas of a mate or excitement. Television,
• mariajuana or they'll wind up
Dexter, Mrs. Euroll T.
close ally.
publishing, selling, travel, and
on the business side of s
Andrus, 1721 Keenland,
VIRGO
the theater provide a suitable
nal t5s
subpoena or at best the sharp
DEAR ABBY: Our daughter. Amy, is engaged to'a fellow
'Aug. 23 to Sept. 221 fit,T. outlet for your inventive and
Murray, Mrs. Cora S.
who is a sports nut. Jerry follows baseball, basketball, foot
side of a social W,r-ker's
Romantic plans are suc- versatile nature. At times
Jackson,
Bx. 83, Puryear,
ball, hockey - any sport. He's an authority. He know-s the
tongue.
cessful, up to a point. Resist temperamental,
Tenn., Mrs. Vera S. Arnett
your names and numbers of all the players, how mil-eh they earn,
Apparent
ly
the
gloomy
efforts of friends to extend the emotions can get the best of who_was..towded for whom,
(expired), Rt. 2 Bx. 16,
etc. Jerry woulti•sit and watch,
Goths, who already have the
party to the wee small-hours. you and interfere with your TV replays and live games
Murray, Mrs. Lucille I,. Smith
all day if he could. And when he's
permissiv
most
e
society
and (expired), 911
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available
Parking will be
piano during the service. The
This makes one-half cup, and
Self Denial. offering was behind the Episcopal Churcl. keeps, if
901
53-3
/
4
refrigerated.
Main
at
1620
West Main Street.
510
taken.

Wednesday, April 18
Episcopal Women of St.
John's Church will meet with
Cindy Hale, Ill South 10th
Street, at 7:30 p.m.

"Thursday, April 19
for
Seminar
No-Till
Calloway County Grain
Farmers will be at Livestock
ond Exposition Center at 7

Several bridal events have
been held in honor of Miss
Pam Lassiter, April 21st
bride-elect of Kenny Collins.
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Holds
Special Zeta Meet Dorcas ClassMeeti
ng
Luncheon
Features Miss Jones

Eastern Star Chapter
Meets At Masonic Hall

BOAT
INSURANCE
..WE'LL
STEER YOU
STRAIGHT
g•

Lois Marsh Directs Program At
Meeting Of Ruth Wilson Circle

Three Lessons Are
Presented At Meet
Of The Penny Club

Spring Fever Sale

Poplar Spring
Presents Programs
.41 Local Places

Stabler Home Scene
Of Meet; Program
Led By Mrs. Byers

Catch It At

Mademoiselle Shop
Early Spring

(

Senior
Citizens

Plant Sale Planned
At The Greenhouse

Suits & Dresses
Dress & Jacket Costumes

113 to 112 off

Sportswear & Blouses

113 to 112 off

Electrolysis

One Group

Call 753-8856

, I One Group

Raincoats' I ti'()ff Lingerie 113 off
All

The Winners Of The
Easter Bunnies

Long Dresses

113 off

Mademoiseelle yShop
Court Squar Murra

Family Shoe Store

440-StiALivi7

•
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EDITORIAL

Today In History

wital

In February, Jane Byrne was
credited with crippling Chicago's
Democratic political machine,
.--4hen she snatched the party's
, nomination for mayor from in:ctimbent Michael Bilandic.
However the recent election
result showed that she hadn't
-..damaged the machine, but,
rather, had hijacked it.
• And she proved herself even
more skillful at the controls than
the master operator, the 'late
Mayor Richard Daley from
whom she took her political lessons. Her majority of 82 percent
of the vote was 5 percentage
points greater than the Daley
record in 1979 of 77 percent.

True, Chicago hasn't elected a
Republican mayor since 1927, but
the Republican candidate can
usually expect a somewhat respectable "protest" vote. There
was little protest against Mayorelect Byrne,.
She has tuned and oiled the
rnachine tenderly since the massive Chicago snows that caused it
to sputter, and it almost certainly will carry her to a position of
power in national politics'.
For many years, political experts have termed organizationon the scale of Chicago's
Democratic Party an anachronism, butin Byrne's capable hands
it is likely to roll on and on and
on.

OPEN FORUM

Parent Comments On Cut In Band Funds,Directors
I am writing to you in response to the
recent recommendation of our Murray
City Schools' Superintendent, Mr.
Robert Jeffrey, to the Murray Board of
Education to reduce staff and funds to
elective programs in the city schools. I
want to address myself specifically to
the recommendation to cut out the
position of an outstanding band instructor, Mr. John Goode, who has wort
national recognition as an excellent
musician.
He was arum major for Murray
State's Marching Band, winning top
honors in many contests across the
United States, and has proved his expertise in working with children in our
band program this year. The students
respect him highly as well as the staff. I
address myself, also, to the recommendation to cut the band budget for
next year to a
iful $1,500 from a
budget just two short years ago of $8,000
while the enrollment remains virtually
the same, 380 students projected for
next year from sixth grade through

12th. These two specific recommendations are simply not compatible
with the school's band enrollment
needs. Three full-time instructors are
really busy, many times working after
hours and through weekends to keep the
pace of the program as it now stands.
No-WAY! CAN two instructors - even
with student help from the college level
- train, instruct, and discipline this
many students.
These students start as "babes" in
the music reading world in the sixth
grade and must have individual help
from professional instructors, not
trainees. There are three main sections
in the band. . woodwinds, brass, and
percussion, that need to be worked with
separately, and these present, band
instructors each are specialized in one
of the three. Other bands of equal
caliber to Murray Tiger Band, like
perhaps Lafayette, do not have to train
their musicians - they inherit them
from a feed-in program already
musically trained from surrounding

Opinion Page
Washington Today

By WALTER R. MEARS
AP Special Correspondent

Kennedy Ranked At
Top In New Hampshire
a pretty good job, but they split about
An AP News A nalysis
WASHINGTON AP) — A year-m- evenly between Kennedy and the
advance public opinion poll ranks Sen. president in their 1980 preferences.
Moore and Craig, both teachers at the
Edward M. Kennedy as the favorite
University of New Hampshire, said
„presidential
prospect
among
Democrats in New Hampshire, lead-off they interviewed 531 Democrats between Feb. 18 and March 4. They said
state on the long list of 1980 primary
the poll had a margin of error of 6
elections.
--- - percentage points.
New Hampshire voters have been
In a three-way matchup, they said, 48
known to confound pollsters a week
percent preferred Kennedy for
before primary day, and a 1979 survey
president in 1980, 22 percent Carter and
about a 1980 election is no guide to what
12 percent Gov. Edmund G. Brown Jr.
may happen in the first of at least 33
of California. The other 17 percent were
primaries.
not sure.
Still, the survey that shows Kennedy
The survey was conducted before
a 2-1 choice over President Carter ofCarter's Middle East peace mission,
fers some clues as to what is happening
which cannot have hurt his standing
now, as the president readies his
with the voters, although national
campaign for re-election.
opinion surveys indicate it did not boost
Political scientists David W. Moore
his rating much. It also preceded
and Robert E. Craig, who conducted the
Brown's abortive journey, to New
survey for Public Opinion, a journal
Hampshire in behalf of a constitutional
published by the American Enterprise
amendment to balance the federal
Institute, report that their New
budget and his African vacation with
Hampshire soundings show Carter
rock singer Linda Ronstadt.
must convince more Democrats that he
When New Hampshire Democrats
is doing a first-rate job in the White
were asked to choose between Carter
House.
and Brown, the president was heavily
They say that only .4 percent of New
preferred. He was favored by 43 perHampshire Democrats rate Carter's
cent, Brown by 27 percent, with the
performance as excellent, and only that
other 30 percent uncertain.
group preferred him to Kennedy.
While Brown has been preparing to
Thirty-five percent said Carter is doing
challenge Carter in 1980. Kennedy has
said he is not a candidate and does not
intend to become one.
Moore and Craig say Kennedy's
.,-.., •..,.
popularity is not tied to issues or to
492natnamc
ideology. Democrats who consider
themselves conservatives were as
likely to favor him as those who
describe themselves as liberals.
In a choice between Carter and
Brown, moderate and liberal
Democrats tend to favor .the president
while conservatives prefet the
California governor, they say.
All of that is only fuel for speculation.
There are 10 months of politicking and
polling ahead before New Hampshire
votes Feb. 26.
•
But if Kennedy's support nett winter
approache^ the levels reported by
Moore and Craig, he could be a
powerful non-candidate. There already
is talk of an effort to promote write-in
votes for Kennedy, which would not
require his consent
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The OPEN FORUM _column- is designed to provide a means for readers to express
their ideas and opinions on
various subjects. Readers with differing ideas-or opinions are encoutaged to respond
with an article or letter to the
editor pointing out those areas of disagreement.
The/name, address and phone number of the writer must be provided prior
to an OPEN FORUM article being
considered for publicatiort The opinions etpressed do not necessarily agree
OF disagree with the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper.
elementary and Junior High schools...
thus they don't need three full time
instructors.
Our Murray community is proud of
air band and the honor and recognition
it has brought to all of Murray in
winning the Grand Champion award in
the Marching Bands of America in 1977.
The Murray folks have backed their
band all the way and have been very
generous in supporting the many fund
raising drives. The band, school, and
parents are very, very appreciative of
this good will. The Murray Tiger Band
realizes most fully that without the
kindness of the Murray Ledger &
Times, the city banks, the businesses
all over town and the good people here
they would never have traveled to the
Orange Bowl Parade in Miami to serve
as honor band and wear the fl)fl
before the nation as Grand National
Champions of MBA.
I think Mr. Jeffrey is a fine
superintendent of schools. I know him
to be fair and just, qualified for his task
and dedicated to doing his,best I found
him to be the same as principal of
Murray Middle School when my four
children passed through that system
But I feel in the light of this recommendation to the school board... he has
been completely unjust. Not intentionally.
But, he has failed to allow himself to
be well informed by proper authorities
before he acted. I feel that he surely
failed to talk with band students,
parents, and refused to take seriously
the expert advise of our very sound
band instructor, Mr. Buddy Light, as to
what will happen to a band when the
program is so devastated.
I think the Supenntendent and Board
of Education are over-reacting to the
Letter

County School Board's new transfer
policy. A result of that reaction is
SLASH THE BAND BUDGET, CUT
DOWN ON MUSIC INSTRUCTION.
TRY TO SAVE MONEY THIS WAY,
THAT WAY.
If they would take a longer look, they
would see that the band needs are the
same. Thereare still the same number
of "mouths to feed" music-wise next
year as this year. The budget or personnel cannot be decreased and
maintain the same standard of excellence we now enjoy. The initial
enrollment decline resulting from the
county transfer policy should be in the
primary grades. The cuts need to be
there. There is no justification for
immediate cuts in the higher grades
where the demand re-Mains more
constant. The people of the town need to
be aware of this fact. Part time student
help cannot meet the needs of this
sophisticated band program. Our
present remaining two band instructors
will not be able to cope with the Mil.
mensity of the responsibilities to 380
students if their high brass man is cut
out.
The band program embraces twothirds of the students in a ratio of
students choosing electives in other
fields of studies. I shall further identify
myself as a parent of four children who
are very well acquainted • with the
Murray City Schools. Three of them
have recently graduated from high
school in the Murray System and entered Murray State University. My
youngest is presently a junior at
Murray High, planning to enter colleg
in the fall of 1980. Murray City schools,
due to excellent administration, good
teaching, good citizenry, plus the
motivating force of a university within

To The Editor

Says Gas Prices A Rip-Off
Dear Editor:
If you have bought a tank of gas
recently in Murray, you are aware that
the price is sky-rocketing. It appears
that the oil companies are destined to
reap the kind of wind-fall profits that
they did in 1973-1974, during the Arab oil
embargo when profit levels rose as
much as 100-150 percent. Although
Presiaent Carter has promised de.control of crude oil prices (along with a
wind-fall profits tax which has a poor
chance with the powerful oil lobby,the
oil companies are already making their
windfall without the aid of de-control
I buy my gas at the least expensive,
self-service pump in town. In
November of 1978, I paid 61.9 cents per
gallon. In December it went to 63
9
cents per gallon.in February it went to
65.9 cents per gallon. In March it
went
to 67.9 cents per gallon. On April
5th, I
bought gas at 67.9 cents per gallon,
on
April 9th, at 69.9 cents per gallon,
and
now, April 11th, it is 72.9 cents
per
gallon (all at the same station).
Puttinw
it in percentages,for the 5 months
since
November, the price has gone up
18
percent! This tepresents an annual rate
of 43 percent (hardly in keeping
with
the President's wage and
price
guidelines of 7 percent),! For one week
in April, the price has gone_ur,1_7.4
percent, which rePresents an
annua!
rate of 383 percent!!
What scares me most about ths s,.
increases is that the two main
priceincreasing factors, de-control and
the
increased OPEC prices, have not
even
come Into play yet. The forecast of $1
Or,
per gallon gas by the end of the
year

may prove very short-sighted. If we
continue at the present rate, it could be
here by late summer. Senator Henry
Jackson (Chairman of the Senate
Energy Committee said on national
television that with de-control, we could
see an increase at the pump of 15 cents
per gallon by the end of 1981. So what,
we have seen it go up 11 cents per gallon
in 5 months without de-control!
What concerns me most of all is that
most of the oft companies and our local
dealers seem to be breaking the law.
The gas I buy now for 72.9 cents per
gallon has a ceiling price of 68 cents.
That means any price over the legal
ceiling Is in violation of the law. When I
questioned the worker at the station he
said that the ceiling is not in effect since
President Carter's speech last week
and that the oil companies now have the
go-ahead to get "all they can get." That
is totally false. I called the Department
of Diergy and confirmed that the •
ceiling Is in effect until Congress
removes It. I also reparted my station
for violating the legal ceiling. The
Department of Energy now has a tollfree hotline to call if you feel you, are
getting "ripped-off" by a dealer. It is 1900-424-9246.
If you are a concerned citizen who
does not like being gouged, check the
ceiling price poste&en the piurip) and
compare it with the selling price. If the
gas is being sold over the ceiling, call
the number and report it. That is the
only way to restore a sense of sanity to
a very Crazy issue.
Mark Pugh
Route 8, Box 766
Murray, Kentucky 42071

our city, have high standards and
motivate students toward high standards of excellence. We parents and
membets of this community want
quality education to remain the goal for
our children.
Mr. Jeffrey and the school board
have a big responsibility monitoring
and financing the school program; lam
aware of this as my husband was
superintendent of schools a few years
ago. Mr. Jeffrey is a well qualified man
to place his arguments before proper
authorities and seek out ways and
means to carry out a balanced school
program. We trust him to do that. Now
he needs to listen to the recommendations of music instructors to be
sure Chat a quality program can be
maintained. It is difficult to see how
adequate music instruction can be
provided with the loss of one band instructor and the band budget so
drastically reduced when the schools
still have 380 band students to serve.
I have six years of experience,
traveling with the bands, chaperoning,
etc., as I have two children in the
program from sixth grade through 12th.
I have lots of money invested In horns,
lessons, uniforms, travel, and fees. I
have lots of time invested in canvassing
door to door for funds to meet our bands
financial needs, plus many hours
(Continued On Page 3)
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Chicago Machine

By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, April 18, the
108th day of 1979. There are 257 days left
in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this-date in 1906, San Francisco
wss hit by an earthquake. The quake
and fires destroyed half the city. L
On this date:
In 1775, the American patriot, Paul
Revere, made his famous ride in
Massachusetts from Charlestown to
Lexington to warn the rebelious
colonists of the approach of British
troops from Boston.
In 1847, American forces captured
Cerro Gordo Hill in Mexico. It was the
first point of resistance on Gen. Winfield Scott's march-on Mexico City. .
In 1942, early in World War II, an air
squadron led by U. Gen. James
Doolittle took off from an aircraft
carrier and attacked Tokyo and other
Japanese cities.
In 1955,the physicist, Albert Einstein,
died in Princeton, New Jersey, at the
age of 76.
In 1977, a Pulitter Prize was awarded
to die American writer, Alex Haley, for
his best-seller tracing his roots back
seven generations to an African village.
Ten years ago: Gustav ilusac was
taking over control of Czechoslovakia
after the ouster of Alexander Dubcek as
head of the country's ruling Communist
Party.
Five years ago: Egypt announced it
was ending more than 18 years of ex-411
elusive reliance on Soviet arms supplies and would seek armaments.
elsewhere.
One year ago: The U.S.Senate Vetteapproval of the treaty to gradually turn
the Panama Canal over to
Today's birthdays: Actor and
producer Robert Hooks is 42. Catcher
Gary Carter of the Montreal Expos is
25. '
Thought for today: Follow your
honest convictions and be strong —
William Thackeray, British novelist,
1811-1863.

Bible Thought
one

For by
Spirit are we all baptized into one body. I Corinthians
12:13.
We may have differing-name tags
down here as Christians, in heaven
we will all be "united brethren"'
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The COdederate monument in the court yard was a gift to
future generations through the generosity of the United Daughters
of the Confederacy and "Uncle Henry" Dees, cashier of the Bank
of Murray. It has a historical significance inasmuch as it is the
only Confederate monument in all the Southland that does not
face
squarely toward the North. Two plausible explanations have been
offered for the alteration: a silent attestation of • being erected
on
neutral territory; the other that Uncle Henry, a substantial donor
to the project, requested the monument to look squarely at the
Bank
4of Murray front door. Take your choice, but knowing Uncle
Henry's
sense of values for getting his money's worth, the latter
offering has
a ring of being well-grounded to the cashier of the bank.
Porch siestas, court house dances, Martial tunes, foragin
g town
cows and checker players were a balm of life, but
underneath this
placid surface brewed a cauldron of bitterness that stung
at the. very
heart of nearly every man and woman in Calloway
County, verging
on. the infamy of a family feud, engulfing a
goodly half of the
early people. No history has been recorded
approaching the mag•nitude of this county-wide emotional explosion
of the time. The
shot heard over the whole county signaled the
zero hour of open
combat that seethed with silent fury until the
coming of Murray State
Normal School. It was the death .of Hardy
Keys by the hand of
L. Walter Holland in about 1903.
Delicacy. of open discussion of the political
conflict was rragil.
The conflict involved two prominent
participants, both well educated according to the standards of the time,
both highly representative of political factions, both scions of fxrwerfu
l Calloway pioneers.
It must be confessed to have been serious
by the utter failure .to
leave any written record concerning the
-magnitude of the dispute,
nor concrete evidence relating the asitual
shooting! As late as 1931,
the History of Calkiway.County glossed ovpr
the sensational tragedy
with two sparse lines ". . .the unfortunate
shooting by Sheriff Holland
of Mai

V`ys— liTirthe
away," according to John Mc Meloan.
Two score years luter, Dr.
,Hugh McElrath presented the boldest
effort in presenting the

events, however delicately side-stepped
elaboration._
the good dentist laid bare .a few details.
To Be Continued
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Looking Back
10 Years Ago
Leonard Vaughn was named "Man of
the Year" at the 42nd annual meeting of
the Murray Chamber of Commerce.
Bob Moyer made the presentation.
Deaths reported include W. C. Leach.
Freddie Windsor, Roger
Wilson,
Larry Turner, Joseph Morgan, John
Cooper, Ronald Reavis, Bail Kenny
Hale were Inducted into the Army in the
April draft call from Calloway County,
according to Mrs. Gussie Adams,
executive secretary of Local Board No.
10 of the Selective Service.
Dr. Ted F. Sykes, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Dick Sykes, is now assigned to duty on
the USS Nathan Hale, one of the new
nuclear polaris submarines, with its
horneport in Hawaii.
Births reported include a boy to Sgt.
and Mrs. Joe Lawrence on April 14.
New officers of the Hazel Woman's
Club are Mrs. Hughes Bennett, Mrs.
Charles Knott, Mrs. Gerald Ray, Mrs.
Jerry Thompson, Mrs. Gerald
Gallimore, and Mrs. Harold Wilkinson.

20 Years Ag()
a

it

is

Dr. Harry Sparks, head of the
Education Department at Murray State
College, was installed 89 1959-80
president of the Kentucky Education
Association at the meeting yesterday in
Louisville. Dr. Adron Doran, president
of Morehead State College, was given
the 1959 Lincoln Key award given annually by the KEA.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Nannie
-. __Adams.
Dr. James Byrn was reelected for a
Second term as director of the First
- —District to the Kentucky Board of
Directors of the Kentucky Optometric
Aesneiation at the meeting of the West
Kentuc_ky. Optometric Society held
April 15 st Kentucky Dam Village.
Other Murray optometrists attending
were Dr. 0. C. Wells, Sr., Dr. H. B.
Bailey, Jr., and Dr. Louis C. Ryan.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Hill, a boy to Dr. and
Mrs. A. G. Wilson, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs.• Dwight Watson.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre are
"Adventures of Tom Sawyer" and
"Stooge-O-Ftarna "

30 Years Ago

fief

The congregation of the First Baptist
Church voted unanimously on Sunday
to approve the plans for a new
educational building which will join the
present edifice at the rear, according to
the pastor, the Rev. Dr. H. C. Chiles.
Members of the building comniittee
who presented the .s,Plans
t4S the
congregation were A. W. Russet Joe
Parker, J. W. Outland, C. E. Janes,
Dewey Ragsdale, and Dr. 0. C. Wells.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Mary
Josephine Jackson Ward, 69.
Approtimately 2,000 persons attended the third annual Dixie National
Coon Dog Field Trial held April 16 and
17 on the farm of J. N. (Buddy) Ryan,
Murray
Nineteen states were
represented and approximately 200
dogs were entered.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert William Davis
.of Fulton announce the engagement of
their daughter, Pauline, to Castle E.
Parker of St. Louis, Mo., son of Mr. and
Mrs. W. Burman Parker of Murray.
Harry I. Sledd, Murray, district
chairman, presided at the Court ci
Honor held by the Happy Valley
District Boy Scouts of America at
Benton High School on April 14. Local
troops received honors at the district
event.

April IS. 1979

115 Congressmen On Junkets
By JAY PERKINS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) — At least 115
members of Congress are journeying
overseas this Easter recess in tax-paid
quests for knowledge of world affairs.
Air fares alone, assuming all 106
representatives and nine senators are
traveling tourist class on commercial
airliners, would top $180,000, just for
some
of
the
most
popular
onedestination trips. And that doesn't
count air fares for the staff aides,
Defense Department guides and others
considered essential on such factfinding missions.
Congressmen get up to $75 a day in
living expenses phis taxi fares and
other incidentals on such foreign trips.
Most trips this 11-day recess last from
seven to 10 days, so the living expenses
could total anywhere from $60,000 to
$86,000.
Sen. Jacob Javits, R-N.Y., asked
before leaving for 11 days in China why
so many congressmen were going
overseas when President Carter is
urging Americans to save energy, said:
"We spend $125 billion preparing for
war, making what you are talking
about — this trip and any other trip like
it — penny ante. So we should spend
those billions for war, but we shouldn't
spend anything for peace or to
enlighten the men who will determine
whether there is war or peace? It just
doesn't make any sense."
There could be even more members
of Congress overseas than The
Associated
Press
survey
of
congressional committees shows.

For example, the chief clerk of the
Senate Armed Services Committee,
John Ticer, refused to say if that panel
had authorized any overseas travel. He
would say only that the committee "has
a policy not to discuss members'
travel."
And while calls to the Senate Finance
Committee elicited a response of no
travel, Sen. William Roth, R-Del.,
announced in a press release that the
committee was picking up the tab for
part of his trip to Jordan, Egypt, Israel,
Saudi Arabia and Japan. _ _
Only one of 17 senators who have
joined to co-sponsor legislation to cut
government travel is going overseas
during the Caster recess. Sen. Paul
Sarbanes, D-Md., is with Javits and
three other members of the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee in China
None of the five representatives
sponsoring legislation to sharply curb
congressional travel is taking a foreign
trip during the recess.
Congressional leaders have often
defended such trips as worthwhile
because they give members firsthand
knowledge of what is happening
abroad.
However, a big critic of such trips,
Rep. Ron Paul, R-Texas, said, when he
introduced legislation to curb overseas
congressional travel, "Some of these
trips may be in the national interest —
although I seriously doubt it since this
is what we have ambassadors for."
Normalization of relations with China
probably accounted for that nation
being the most popular destination.
Committees' records showed 44

Letters To.The Editor

Dear Editor:
Since when can any one or any group
presume to have the right in our
country to dictate any aspect of the
manner in which I live my life as long
as I do not break the laws of the land?
I have just received the March 12th
issue of the Murray Ledger and Times,
and on the Opinion Page I found a letter
declaring what I consider righteous
indignation, addressed to the Editor,
and duly signed by its writer Mr. Bill
Phillips.
What unmitigated gall! The C.L.U.
was conceived as a preserver of
liberties and in some cases has done so
admirably. In this they have gone
-over the hill" and have become intrusive, repressive, andsakictatorial.
Foga whom did they obtain any
mandate to select what I or an9.0ther
citizen listen to on my radio?
As with so much unfortunate -other
material we are subjected to in the
various media ( Press, T.V., or Radio)
if I do not approve or like what I see or
hear, I CUT IT OFF, and-or discard it
in the nearest waste-basket and find
other use of my time. Many of the
programs from various radio stations
are a painfully cacophonous burden on
poor old ears. T.V. Fare istot a whole
lot better and indeed insults not only my
ears but my eyes as well as offending
moral standards. For SHAME!
And C.L.U. presumes to tell me that I
can't listen to a few words from the
Bible with some exegetic remarks
appertaining thereto!! Shades of NAZI
Germany! Are we too living behind the
IRON CURTAIN? I met a man recently
who escaped from this sort of
repressive milieu. He was one of

several in my home, in a Christian
gathering one evening, held there
because the availability of protestantEnglish-language worship services is
very limited here. This man stated
that it was the first time in over forty
years that he had been in a home that
dared to openly worship God, He was a
Jew), that he felt the real spirit of
Christian fellowship and the presence
of the Holy Spirit. Through his tearful
eyes he could look about the room and
see many young faces from assorted
back-grounds and nptionalities, also
with tears ief Christian joy) - a roan
full of young convicted and active
Christians, and in a home.
If this letter and Any broadcasts from
a Murray station, or any other,
respectable radio station in the country
offends the- C.L.U., or any one else, I
suggest that they do what any sane and
free American citizen would and should
do - simply turn it off - throw it away select another station-channel, that's
all.
It may interest C.L.U. to know that
there are many who do enjoy listening
to broadcasts such as Mr. Phillips'.
They serve to fulfill many Lives in many
ways.
It is my firm belief that "my home is
my castle'.; and my wife and I control
all that goes therein - books, music,
visitors,food, activities, the color of our
walls, the general decor, the furniture,
you name it. This was passed on to me
as a very precious American heritage
and further, I feel that I have earned
the right to sustain this through my
participating voluntarily with my
country both in war and in peace. A
significant part of that bequest is to get
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You are personally invited to a receptidn to meet
Bill
Phillips and members of his supporting committee.

te
of

gil.
duta!rs.
to
ite,
GI,
.dy
Ind

Dr.
ual

•

• The reception will be held at the Murray Woma
n's
Club on Saturday, April 21, 1979, between the ,Iours of
2:00
-a-fid ;4:00 p.m.
Please bring a friend or a car-full and min us
for
coffee and good fellowship
Bill Phillips
Bert Taylor
Mavis McCamish
Woodrow Rickman
I Hardiman Nm
-Marttte4tafit-8ktttat
avarth

Orbie Culver
lyrin Houston
Lowell Palmer

hEARTILIN

Heartline is a service for seater
In owning a mobile home there is We
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
thing to be wary of in maintenance. A
questions and solve problems — fast. 11
A trip led by House Speaker Thomas
lot of repairmen are not willing to work
you have a question or a problem not
P. O'Neill, 1)-Mass., to Great Britain,
on mobiles; they often have a
answered in these columns, write
Belgium, Hungary and Ireland also was
preference for conventional housing or,
Heartline,114 East Dayton Street, West
popular, attracting 16 members of the
are unfamiliar with mobiles. Some
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
House.
repairmen who say their specialty is
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Russia attracted a sizable group of
mobiles may be rip-cd con men, and,
include a stamped, self-addressed
House members, with Majority Whip
since many owners do pot know how
envelope. The most useful replies will
John Brademas, D-Ind., and Minority
their homes are constructed, I would
be printed in this column.
Whip Robert H. Michel,
leading a
advise a trip to a manufacturer, if
HEARTLINE: I feel it necessary to
17-member delegation.
possible.
respond to your answer to "P.C."
Nine members of the House headed to
One more point of concern: In
regarding mobile home living which
Paris for seven days of meetings with
California, at least, taxation is through
appeared in our paper in March.
members of the European Parliament.
the Department of Motor Vehicles. The
I realize that the mobile home
Some congressmen's travel plans
annual fee is collected by them but
situation is probably different in your
appeared hectic. Rep. Lee Hamilton, Dredistributed to the county of residence
area but, out here in California, there
Ind., is on the 10-day trip to Russia,
in the form of the usual taxes so the
are few (if anyS parks, adult or family,
which ends April 22. But he will also
community is not cheated. The mobile
that permit new installations of singlehead an 11-member delegation to the
home owner does not, however, realize
wide (10 or 12 feet) coaches. New
interparliarnentary union in Prague,
the same benefits from the IRS in the
double-wide (20 or 24 feet) homes are
Czechoslovakia, a trip that runs from
form of property tax deductions as does
running more nearly an average of
today through April 24.
the owner of a conventional home.
$40,000. Because of the cost, the loan
sWe,a family of four, have been living
And Rep. Stephen Solan, D-N.Y., time is 15 to 20 years. Mobile homes in
in a mobile home since 1974. We do not
who chairs the Africa subcommittee of
parks can be purchased the same way
lack for space. Our 24 foot by 64 foot
the House Foreign Relations Com- that one buys a previously occupie
d
*536 sq. ft.) has two bedrooms, two full
mittee, is visiting South Africa, conventional house. They do
not
baths, a separate family roan, dining
Mozambique, Rhodesia, Tanzania, depreciate rapidly as they used
to in
room, entry foyer and a kitchen with
Zambia and Botswana during the
years past — in fact, they appreciate.
enclosed laundry area. We have more
recess.
We bought ourslor $22,000 in 1974 and,
•
closets and more storage than we had
recently, it was appraised for $43,000.
previously in a four-bedroom tract
Part of that appraisal takes into achouse. I have found approximately six
count that we are located in a prime
cubic feet of unusable space. The most
family park. Someone buying a new
common remark we hear from people
coach in our area would not find any
who own conventional homes is, "What
space available in family parks.
do you do without a garage?" (We do
Utility costs for mobile homes can be
have a metal storage shed.) Having had
along as best I can with my fellow man.
comparable to those in conventional
a garage with our previous home, we
This does not mean that we must accept
housing, but, in geneial, mobile homes
respond,"We throw out junk instead Of
any dictatorial invasions into our ways
are better insulated and, because they
storing it!" We have enough yard space
of life by any one or any group.
are more compact, more efficient
to enjoy fresh vegetables in season —
In short, where radio programming
energy-wise. And, the new coaches that
but not enough Co be slaves to it. The
in Murray or any place else in America
are being constructed with wood-siding
park itself seems 'empty on weekends
is concerned I feel we all have the right
exteriors are much more energy efas people leave on recreational purto tell C.L.U. and others bent on
ficient than the older all-metal recsuits. Although we seem physically
restrictive control beyond the law.of the
tangular boxes.
close to our neighbors, there is no inLand to go to h—. If C.L.U. and their ilk
It is generally conceded that once a
trusion of privacy.
do not like the fare then TURN THE
double-wide is in place in a park, in
When we chose to buy a mobile,it was
KNOB.
most cases, it is not going to be moved
with careful consideration of lifestyle. I
I am proud to say that I support Mr. again. The tires can be removed, and I
had said that I would "never" live in a
Phillips' opinions in his letter one
think there is legislation being conconventional house again; and that is,
hundred ,percent.
sidered that would permit the removal
unfortunately, what I am going to have
Harry U. Whayne, M.D.
of the axles and wheels also. In fact,
to do because we are moving to an area
there's even talk of some day hauling
Medical Unit U.S. Embassy
where family parks are scarce. My
mobile homes with totally removable
Athens, Greece
husband has preceded us to that area
A.P.O., New York, 09253.
bases to sites so that, once in
and has found us a house. I asked him,
they would be considered "modular"
in the course of one phone call, about
homes rather than "mobile" homes — a
_ ..Thanks
the kitchen, expecting an answer
phrase that is fast becoming a
referencing the appJianres .(gas or
Dear Editor:
misnomer due to the size of units.
electric), and his answer was "small."
The family of Leon Cooper would.like
The rent in a park in this area ranges
- Which aptly reflected the opinion
to express their appreciation and between $150 and $250 per month plus
shared by both of us that we would miss
commend the Hazel Fire Department, utilities. (Editor's note: Rents vary
dismally our current kitchen with its
Murray Fire Department, Murray throughout the country.) Some attempt
Increased efficiency and usable space.
Rescue Squad, the Mercy Ambulance, is being made to construct parks in
So, we will temporarily occupy a house
the Calloway Co. Sheriff's Department which the residents would be allowed to
because of necessity — but we wW
and the wrecker services for rendering purchase the land that their coaches
ultimately go back to mobile home
their assistance in the tragic accident are on and the mutual recreation
living! — M.E.C.
on April 7, 1979.
facilities would be maintained by the
Occasionally, we do print comments
Also, a special thanks to many equivalent of a home-owner's
concerning articles we discuss in our
friends who were so helpful and caring association, as is being done already in
column, and many of these comments
to us that day.
today's condominium and townhouse
are greatly appreciated. If anyone
May God richly bless each of you for complexes.
would like to have further information
To your suggestions for choosin
your many acts of kindness.
on mobile home living, write to
g a
pipe
I would add the critical factor
Sincerely, .
Manufactured Housing Institute, 1745
of
..responsible as well as "responsive" Jeffers
Mrs. Annie Lee Cooper
on Davis Hwy., Arlington, Va.
management.
and Family
22202.

The Right To Listen-And Not To Listen

it.

ss

House members and five senators
heading to Chiba in three separate
groups. The House Armed Services
Committee said its 21 traveling
members planned to meet with Chinese
leaders, visit military installations and
talk with military officials Seventeen
other members are on a China trip
headed by Rep. Jack Brooks, 1)-Texas,
and six went on a trip authorized by the
House Education and Labor Committee.

Opinion Page

Guy Liavins
W. A. Franklin
Catherine lackson'
Billy Max Erwin..
-- --Stafford Catra
•
Opal Smith ,
Glenn Crawford
Ronnie Jackson

,
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Coverup
Charged In
Fayette Co.
Government
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) Six persons have been subpoenaed to appear before a
Fayette County grand jury
probing alleged crimes in
local government and an
alleged official cover-up.
Those subpoenaed included
William Canan; president of
the local Fraternal Order of
Police, who Made the charges
Thursday in a press conference.
Canan did not 'divulge
nammes or specific alleged
crimes, but said they involved
theft of money and materials.
Others subpoenaed were
local
Andrew
attorney
Thornton, U.S. Attorney
Patrick Molloy, Metro Police
Chief
Freeman,
Nolen
Assistant Police Chief Frank
Fryman and Patrol Capt.
Frank Smith.
Canan had called for appointment of a special
prosecutor and committee to
investigate his charges
Mayor James A. Amato
refuted charges of a cover-up
because the grand jury
process already .had been
initiated. •
The grand jaesels scheduled
to begin its probe May 8

Offered

Pareni Comments...
working at concession stands. I'm
to diminish so long as the numbers
telling you this as one out of possibly 760
seeking this program are high like they
such parents dedicated to - and
are now. . . 380 students. The Murray
wrapped up in this great band program
High Tiger Band has brought honor and
that we presently have here at Murray
fame to the schools, the city, and the
High School and Middle School.
university. We must protect that honor
I have a great desire that our comand grow on it. We want to continue the
munity schools have positive imput into
best quality education in music that we
our town's art programs for encan possibly afford.
tertainment and cultural improvement,
Let me restate that our needs for the
as well as sending artists out from
band have not diminished one iota.
among us to other communities, other
There is no justification to "STOP
states, and other countries. I am an
FEEDING THE BABY BECAUSE
enthusiastic supporter of the Murray
THE PRICE OF MILK HAS GONE
Civic Music Association, The Children's
UP," what happens to the baby?
Community Theater, and I am a
We cannot cut off band support or
member of the Music Department of
reduce it now and wait a few years and
the Murray Woman's Club, and my own
suddenly have a beautiful, well
church choir at First Baptist.
disciplined, proud and musically apt
I value music education and the
band. It doesn't work that way.
contribution of music to enrichment of
You can't give a "kid" a horn and a
our lives.
bottle of GATORADE for a couple of
Our musically talented studenLs can
weeks and have hime come out of the
capitalize on our band's national lame
dugout playing like Al Hirt or Doc
and high standard of excellence and be
Severinson. It doesn't work that way.
motivated to continue in music as a 'Hours and hours of time, practice,
vocation or profession. If we shoot down
discipline, devotion, determination,
courage,. love, plus any instrument
the band) program now by severe
budget cutting and staff reduction,
costing upwards of $1,000 for higher
some of ttiem may become school drop
level students, $1,000 out of the poelltet
outs to blow their horn in a local club or
of a middle class parent.
private band where the climate toward
All of this added to individual inmusiO is more challenging and more
struction from directors, plus private
lessons costing the parent again three
rewarding.
You and I seek musicians to entertain
dollars to tea dollars per session
us at dinner, in the theater, at con- depending on particular case, plus
ventions, on the dance floor, or to aid us uniform fees, travel expenses ranging
in worship services in our church. Too from ten dollars to one hundred or more
many times these entertainers or music according to distance and time, plus
talents fall short of their potential contest fees, plus instrument upkeep..
because music was sold short in the plus plus. . pluie you name it All of
School systep. We are nortru
oHr this and more goes into the making of-e.
—
when we sae we can't afford to train musician.
The drives for Murray Civic Music,
these talents' in our high school. We
Children's Community Theater,
ead't afford Not to train them.
Murray is a university town, we Creative Arts for cultural Improvement
Should never allow our m'usic program in our community and to motivate our

(Continued From Page 4)
young talent seem such a sham, so
hypocritical, in the light of the
recommendation to the school board to
reduce our staff of bend instructors
from three to two and slash our budget
from $4,500 this year to $1500 next year
to service the same number of students
- 380. It seems very inconsistent to
invite outside talent to our town while
we turn a demolition team loose on our
own young budding talent, saying to
them ''we just can't afford a big,
classy, successful band like you."
Another thought to consider: Top
priority goes to quality education, but
to attain that, good discipline is
eesential. I must say again that I have
worked and traveled with Murray Tiger
Bands for six years and it's a joy. They
are one happy family. I have yet to see
a better disciplined, more cooperative
group of students. The band does have
its token trouble makers, but the group
as a whole is very sophisticated
I am thirty-five years the wife
(whew!) of a public school man,
teacher, administrator, and college
teacher. I have traveled all through
these years with school groups. Murray
Tiger Band tops them all in good
manners, maturity, consideration,
cornpatability, and fun. This esprit de
corp reflects training and character of
excellent quality of three fine band
Instructors, Mr. Light, Mr. Schwab,
and Mr. Goode,a tradition of good band
men before them, along with interested
parents and community and a good
school program.
Please - let's fight to keep what we
already have.
Very Sincerely, Edith D. Noffsinger
Wife, Mother and Lover
of the lighter side of life. . .
where music is a must'
Murray, Ky
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Storey'

FOOD
GIANT
BEANS

Prices
Good
April 18
Tlerv
April 25

15 Oz.
Can
(Limit Three)

M.S.U. Students as they prepare for the upcoming University Theatre production,"Guys and
Dolls," which opens
Thursday. Shown are Sarah Coller (Adalaicle) and some friends(the Hot Box Girls)
is they reheacse the well known
song "Bushel and a Peck"

!heseItems Specially .
Priced On Display Only
Nestles

59c

Soup Time
Mussetmons Go/den

YOU THINK YOU'RE SO TOUGH...says Randy Johnson
(center) as he and friends, Tim Hawkins (left), anii Rusty
° Jones (right), rehearse' for the upcoming University
Theatre production of"Guys and Dolls."

Applesauce

"Guys ahd Dolls," a musical fable of Broadway, is the
finar production of the current Murray State University
Theatre season. It will be choreographed by Robin Crutcher,
of Gilbertsville.
Ms. Crutcher is a senior Speech and Theatre majer at the
University and the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Crutcher, also of Gilbertsville.
The coed has been the head majorette with thejtacer Band
and has also been seen as a performer in the popular musical
review -Twilight Cabaret." She Serves as the corresponding
secretary of-'Sock and Buskin, which is the campus drama
club. The young Woman was elected to membership of Alpha
Psi Ong,a national honorary dramatic fraternity.
Commenting on her assignment, Ms. Crutcher said, "This
_ is a splendid way- to top a busy college career. I'm pleased
with the opportunity and the challenge."
She said that the experience has enhanced her appreciation
for the way in which a musical is put together. "There are so
many collaborators and many things to consider. I've got to
know the movement possibilities for the costumes when puttingtogether a dance."
Ms. Crutcher feels the production has allowed her to synthesize mtit,effids-she has learntd in dance in theatre classes.
'`A nit—IC:so-playing a character in the shoe ang will be a
featured dancer. I'm loOking foreard to our perforzbances
"Guys and Dolls" will open at the University Theatre on
April 19 with performances through April 217'llckets are new
available and reservations may-be made by calling the
University Theatre at 762-4421.

Larsens

Veg-All
Crinkle Cut
Ore Ida

59'
1/69c

20 oz

/ 5 oz

Bush's /5 oz

Navy Beans

FRENCH FRI

3/88'

Bush s /5 oz

Pinto Beans

3/88'

Bush s

Hominy

, 4/89`
5 °z

Bush's Blockeye

Peas...
Bush s Kidney

Beans,
Edo.
Tissue

/ 5 oz

Bathroom

3/99'
7'

4 roil

Frisk les

Dog Food

SC89

25 lb. bag

Kool-Aid

Cannister

3 1 oz

5119
g

FRESH PRODUCE
Red Grapefruit 5/99'
Sunkist

Lemon

.200 Size

11/99

Washington State
Red or Golden

APPLES

Robin Crutcher, left, is choreographer of,%4SU Theatres"Guys and Dolls."
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lb.

Green Onions
5fi1
2 lb bag 491
Carrots

Red
POiAn lUES $1°
b.

COUPON
Limit I Per Family

Chiffon
Whipped

Msrgsrine1 lb 69
4

64iod Only AI Siorey's
Ex_p..4:25-79

COUPON

COUPON

Limit I Per Family 'Limit I P

Kool-Aid
Sweetened

21694

2 co
esed GO At SlArifl
Exp 4-25-79

COUPON
i/y

Limit 1 Per Family

I* Soap
ouch
33os

At Storey's'
Exp 4-25-79

6sodOety

Fern Size

3/$149

COUPON
Limit,1 Per Family

Nu-Soft
Rinse
$159
64 or

II

hodDoly Al Siorey's

GNI Ooly At Storey's

Exp. 4-25-79

Exp 4-25-79

18, 1179
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?Weekly Frozen Food Specials

Nabisco 16 oz.

69

Kraft 2 Lb

$149

G8H

c

Saltines
Tide 49 oz.

Detergent

Velveffa

Folgers

Sugar

"
$2
5 Lb. Bag

Ev:prfripsh Sugar 8 Spice I0oz

woz.

$199

$109

Kounty Kist

C

orn On The Cob

69'
$SiTse 40°Lb.

-4.

Mini-Pies

8 oz

Pizza
Limit 2 With $10.00 Add.
Order Excluding Tobacco
& Dairy Products

t BACON

14 oz

Seoltest Light8 Lively

Ice Milk

Bonus Pack

Chicken Snack Box
2 Pcs. Chicken
3 Pot Logs
-Roll

Potato
Salad

61
2 oz.
/
Can
(Oil or Water)
lb.

BBC) Loaf

Lunch
Meat

9`

LEMONADE MI

Butter Top

I"

Donuts

Home Owned& Operated
Country-Style

Bologna

12 oz

79'

King Cotton Chicken
$139

P'ti;r Clitoast
Bacon

lb

Oscar-Mayer Meet or Beef

Franks
Sliced Slab
Family Pack

Bacon

COUPON
I Per Family

Golden Gridle
Syrup
24

oz$1"

Good Only Al Slersy's
Exp 4 25 79

Franks

lb

Hyde Park

12 oz

Bryan Smokey Hollow Smoked

$1I 39

Sausage
Bryan Conned

51 69
lb

lb
.

Ham Patties

1 lb can

Happy Home

Corn Dogs
We Accept U.S. Gov't
Food Stamps
$1 19

COUPON

COUPON

Limit 1 Per Family

Limit 1 Per Family

Spin Blend
Salad Dressing
$109

Diet-Imperial
Margarine

ea/
Good Only Al Slitty's
Exp. 4-25-79

$119
doz.

King Cotton Chicken

$1I 39
lb

Pork Ribs

ly

Country Time

BA1tERY-1E0E
69'
White Bread
Creme
3/9'
Horns

89

59c

2t4 lb Tubs
Nod Only Al Saaaji
Exp 4-25-79

18 oz

79'
S1 19

yorkshire By The Piece

Bologna

lb

FABRIC
SOFTENER

99c

'orkshire Boneless

Ham

lb

$189
I

$i89
5169 .

69'

2/69'

Jeno's Thick Crust
Sausage or Combination

Sliced Slab

lc

6 Pk

Banquet

Formula

IC

79'

Mini-Doughnuts

Enfamil 1 3 Oz.

Instant
Coffee

4

p.m. Easter Day
We Will Be Open 8 a.m. to 11

SH
POT3G

last
Jay Pitman
Weeks
Card riot Pufiched
—Mane

99C
$i 29

I XI
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Four Arrested In
Slayings-Robbery

traiutio,e

motionless as the charges
WATERBURY, Conn.(AP) against them were read
— Less than 24 hours after the Tuesday.
bullet-riddled bodies of three
Bond was set for each at
Purolator Security Inc. $750,000, plus $5,000 each for
guards were found near their Pelletier and Ms. Vega for
police
truck,
armored
charges. A
loyed their additional
unemp
two
arrested
was
rance
appea
and court
Tuesday
couples
25.
April
for
uled
-sched
recovered all of the $1.8
Those arrested had no
summer houses are corn
The Stories Of
million in cash and valuables connection with Purolator,
this
ss:All
le.
"succe
fortab
John Cheever
that was stolen.
police and Purolator officials
however, does not seem , to
By John Cheever
selfsaid.
and
tune
t
misfor
preven
.
We
(Alfred Knopf, 1978)
"We were fortunate.
The money `and valuables
doubt. It usually seems I to were lucky,".Police U. Tony
By David Earnest
found in the cellar of the
were
them.
itate
in
precip
s
Department of English
Solamita said of the arrest
at
home
res'
even
Coutu
nd
Such crises desce
Murray State University
the 4 am, Monday robbery. Wallingford after Pelletier
Shady
of
tants
inhabi
of
upon
bags.
s
After I had read The Storie
But, glancing at
ticut
and Ms. Vega were arrested at
of John Cheever, a friend who Hill, a fictional Connec
recovered cash, he added,
their Waterbury home, police
that
City
York
New
of
b
and
subur
up
was also reading the book
"I'd rather give this
s.
said.
famou
made
made an - offhand remark to. Cheever has
have them ithe guards)
In what Waterbury .Police
by
are
Hill
Shady
in
People
d
colore
me that completely
back."
ntendent Fred Sullivan
Superi
the
as
sful,
my thinking about Cheever's and large succes
Charged with _first-degree
"senseless
a
word is commonly defined. robbery and three counts of called
stories. "Reading these
a dozen
than
more
ter,"
slaugh
the
as
is,
itself
stories," ,she said, "is like Shady Hill
capital murder each were
the
into
ed
spray
were
shots
t— a
Donald Couture, 26; his wife
looking into people's living name implies, idyllic
here shortly
e
garag
tor
Purola
old
the
both
t
from
haven
ex-convic
23:
Donna,
rooms."
after an armored car pulled in
:tacky
Lawrence Pelletier Jr., 36,
Precisely. And the remark crowded city and the
and began unloading Monday
e
despit
But
ision.
subdiv
with
points up the unmistakable new
and the woman he lived
morning- The bodies were
Hill
Evelyn Vega, 26, also known
but healthy voyeurism that its surface charms,Shady
at 7:15 a.m. by an
found
moral
the
from
r
a
shelte
not
is
police
,
reading fiction involves. We
as Evelyn Pelletier,
arriving for work.
yee
emplo
that
ems
are curious about other and emotional probl
said.
poor guards — they
e
"Thes
.
human
being
l
with
capita
come
e
If convicted of
people's lives, partly becaus
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ated Press Writer
from all social classes. But to human value
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comments by May 11,
offer
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KFORT, Ky. I AP) — before the state executive
my mind his most successful friendship, beauty
FRAN
and last
stories are those that portray finally mean more
Kentucky Democrats are committee adopts rules for the
living room.
upper-class or upper-middle- longer than a nice
being asked to comment on 1980 convention.
This review has of necessity proposed delegate-selection
class Easterners in urban or
Rep. Mark Fitzgerald, Dvariety of
suburban settings. Does thale'llinimized the rich
rules for the 1980 national Cynthiana, who drew up the
hefty
in this
make them diLerent from you the 61 stories
convention that are designed, revised plan as the party's
collection. Some of Cheever's among other'things, to avoid
and me? Ironically, no.
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represented. He said that was
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delegation to the national
party's mini-convention last
December in Memphis.
Close OutOn
The proposed rules calls for
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Books is sponsored by Tbreatorray Lodefir
& Times, the Department of History at
Murray State University and the Kentucky
Humanities Council Reader comment on the
series should be addressed to "Books,''
Department of History, MSU, Murray, Ky
42071

Democrats Asked To
Comment On Proposal
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Smokin'Joe Fr.
Marvis Frazier Wants Olympic Gold

at Union City. Front
match since 1973, opened its season today
te Hunt, Teresa
The Murray High girls tennis team, which hasn't lost a dual
Lanet
Coach
are
back
In
Dick.
Outland and Carol
row,from Jett, are Jennie Smith, Catherine Dick, Kathy
Staff photo by Tony Wilson
Dick, Candy Jackson, Kathy Walston and Starr Jones.

Carew Makes Fans Stand,
Ryan Forces Twins To Sit
By the AssOCiated Press

The Minnesota Twins fans
gave Rod Carew a standing
ovation. Thanks to Nolan
Ryan, it was the only time
they cheered all day.'
Carew, the seven-time
American League batting
champion who was traded by
the Twins.'to California last
winteryreturned Tuesday to
MinneSota for the first time.
-American League
He was welcomed with open
arms by the 37,270 paying
customers attending the
Twin? home opener.
Then Ryan took the mound
and silenced the Twins on four
hits, striking out 10 batters en
route to his 38th career

shutout, a 6-0•victory by the
Angels.
other
Tuesday's
In
American League games,
Oakland nosed out Seattle 6-5,
Boston edged Milwaukee 6-5,
New York beat Baltimore 5-1,
Texas trimmed Cleveland 6-2,
Detroit defeated Kansas City
6-3 and Chicago whipped
Toronto 6-1.
Carew, who made about
$150,000 last year — far below
the going rate for superstars
— is now in the $750,000-a-year
range with California.
He batted four times and got
one single, in the eighth inning. But his bat — he's hitting
at a .357 clip — wasn't needed.
By the end of the seventh
inning California had all its
runs.

Ryan outpitched the Twins'
Dave Goltz with a three-hit,
10-strikeout performance last
week for his other victory this
season. He got the only run he
needed Tuesday in the first
inning when Rick Miller
opened the game with a triple
off Goltz and scored on Don
Baylor's single. •
Red Sox 6, Brewers 5
Fred Lynn is supposed to hit
more for average than for
distance — but right now he's
miles ahead of where he expected to be.
"I can't keep this up.
Nobody can," he said after
hitting his sixth home run of
the young season, tops in the
majors. The ninth-inning shot
came after Jerry Remy
coaxed a leadoff walk .

Tanner Speaks Of Good
Points Despite 13-2 Losshis face," Tanner said.
By the Associated Press
Outside of Romo, there
Pittsburgh Pirates Manager
t much to cheer about on
Wasn'
a
like
d
looke
r.
Chuck Tanne
burgh bench. The
Pitts
the
man grabbing A straws when
d starter Bert
paste
Phils
r-old
31-yea
out
d
he single
for 10 hits and
0-2,
ven,
Blyle
r
righthanded relief pitche
the first 22-3
in
runs
Enrique Romo as the bright seven
went on to
they
and
s,
inning
to
loss
spot in a 13-2
ball game.
the
in
hits
17
t
collec
Philadelphia.
homered
de
McBri
Bake
d
yielde
It was Romo who
runs and
five
in
drive
to
twice
Garry Maddox's grand slam
added a solo
dt
Schmi
Mike
n
six-ru
Phils'
homer in the
shot, his fourth, for the Phils.
fifth inning Tuesday night.
Steve Carlton, 2-1, went six
innings, gave up both of
National League
Pittsburgh's runs on Bill
Robinson's first-inning homer,
out
However, pointed
last three inthe next 22-3 in- and rested the
Tanner.
nings.
hit,
nings,--R-omo gave up one
Elsewhere in the National
struck out five and didn't walk
e, Montreal edged the
Leagu
a man.
Mets 5-4 in 12 inYork
New
"Roma is a good sign. After
Chicago Cubs
the
,
nings
he.
slam,
he gave up the grand
5-3, CinLouis
St.
d
downe
came back, he didn't fall on

cinnati whipped Atlanta '7-4:.
San Diego got by San Francisco 4-3 and Los Angeles
topped Houston 10-6.
The Phils now have won all
three meetings of the two
teams this season, and it was
Carlton's second victory of the
season over Blyleven.
Cubs 5, Cards 3
Rookie Scott Thompson
singled twice and doubled,
driving in two runs, and Dave
Kingman clouted a two-run
homer that carried the Cubs
and left-hander Ken Holtzman
to victory. The win was
Holtzman's first in the
National League sice 1971.
Ted--Sinunons drove in two
of St. Louis' runs with his
second homer of the season in
the fifth. Kingman's homer
was his third.
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Baseball Standings

family Cadillacs up from
Philadelphia to appear on
NBC's "Today" show,
promoting the Olympathon, a
grass roots fund-raising drive
for next year's U.S. Olympic
effort.
If his budding career follows
its natural course, Marvis
Frazier, eldest of the brood of
seven Frazier kids, will be
representing Uncle Sam in the
ring just as his dad, the
Philadelphia butcher, did in
the 1964 Games in Tokyo.
Conceivably, he could
square off against Cuba's
Teofiio
toqted
highly
Stevenson, winner of the
Olympic gold in Montreal in
1976.
The prospect doesn't disturb
Marvis.
"If he shows, I'll fighthim,"
says Smokin' Joe's boy
levelly.
Marvis has facial features
like his famous dad, but there

By WILL GR1MSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
NEW YORK — If you're an
photographer
enterprising
a former
pose
to
ng
wanti
heavyweipt boxing champion
with his fighting son, you have
to get something different.
"How about Marvis sitting
the
lap?"
on
Joe's
photographer suggested.
-No lap," snapped Smokin'
Joe Frazier. Nobody argued.
It looked just as good to
have father and son perched
on the arm of a chair, comparinecliriched fists.. "Look," said Joe, looking
toward his offspring, "his fist
is bigger than mine. He can
punch with it, too."
Marvis Frazier, 18, Golden
Gloves heavyweight boxing
champion of the United States
and aspirant to a gold medal
in the 1980 Olimpics in
Moscow, beamed.
The Fraziers rode one of the

,Nt

Smokin' Joe was what his
name implies —.a swarrner, a
veritable windmill of punching power featured by a
deadly left hook.

all resemblance ceases. At 6foot-P-2, he is two inches
taller. He is a lean 205 pounds
compared with Joe's present
234 and top fighting weight of
220.

Boosters Sponsor
Spring Sports Event
boys and girls tennis and boys
and girls golf.
The coaches of their
respective sports then introduced their players and
previewed the coming season.
The baseball team is
Following a hot dog supper,, currently 3-1 and the boys golf
Eli team, 1-1. In their only track
Athletic _ Director
in
Alexander welcomed the meet, the boys placed third
the
while
ar,
angul
es
A
quadr
athlet
and
ts
paren
of
crowd
before recognizing the Tigers' girls were second in their
seven spring sports — division. The tennis teams
baseball, boys and girls track, opened their season today.

The Murray High Athle1jc
Booster Club sponsored a
Sports
Spring
r
"Tige
-Preview" last night 'on the
practice field behind the high
school.
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TRACKER IT For Pickups,
Campers,Vans,and RV's

s•

RIB HI-MILER For Campers,
Vans and Pickups
resists bruising on and
3-T nylon cord
tread pattern with
off the road. 5-rib
tracbuttressed shoulder gives great
tion and starting ease.

4
Choose 6.95-14. C78-14 or 078-1
blackwall plus 32c to 41c FET depending on size. No trade needed.
OTHER SIZES LOW PRICED TOOL

$15

cord
• Smootrerding polyester
•
body
• Road -gripping six-rib tread
TOOT
OTHER SIZES LOW PRICED

pi.
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Blackwell
Size
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7_00-15 TT

C

$42

52 86
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C
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D

$3 70
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$511
$63
139
S51
$7.11

$3.45
0.59
$3.24
{3.93
{4,49

•

Tl. —
t1 78-15-4
"445
08.15 TL
8.00-16.5 TL
8.75.16.5 TL
9.50-16.5 TL

C
C

D
D

With Goodyear's double 3-1 nylon
cord body, lpng -wearing flat-radius
tread design.

E78-14 TE blackwall
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'Deluxe GI I-Itigh Performance Batter

=Cal
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27F ME+ exch
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carS
GMC, Ford, large
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power
for the kind of
your car needs • Ask
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Power Check
8010 Ends Sat. Night
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Include! up 10 five Quarts
major brand 10/30 oil
Oil fitter ?tetra if needed.
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• Carle Blanche • Driers Club •Cash
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your
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Expert wheel service also

Lube 8t Oil Change

Please call for abPointment

trucks •

Front-End Alignment
and

111.0.11:10alij

Goodyear
Revolvit-ig
t
Charge Accoun

FREE tire rotation
-*arts aaa additional
services extra if needed
,Front wheel drove and
Cnevettes virtu/Jed

88
15
$1
VENICEE PERFORMANCE
HELPS PROTECT TIRES AND
spect. suspension and
• Inspect and rotate all
Steering syStens • Most
four tires • Set caster,
US cars, some imports
Camber, and toe-in to
in proper alignment •
moles whichever comes first
Warranted 90 days Of 3.000

Engine Tune-Up

$4688
•
Include& listed
parts and labor
no extra charge
for air Conditioned
cars $4 less for
electronic ignition

$4188 $4988

HELPS INSURE QUICK STARTS
• Electronic engine, charging,
and Starting systems analysis •
Install new points, plugs, condenser, rotor • Set dwell and
tirrrng • Adjust carburetor %Includes Datsun, Toyota, VW, and
light trucks

Robert B. Rudolph Jr.
Store Manager

Goodyear Service Sto-r-e3121 So. 12th Shoot
Murray, Ky.

-Open Friday Until 8:00 p.m.
until 6:00 p.m. Daily
Store Hours: 1:30 a.m.

753-0595

••••
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Despite Problems, Recruiting Good,Says Greene
By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
Ron titeene knows it's hard to be anything but optimistic
alter a 4-32 basketball season, but, keeping that in mind, he
still points to a nearly-completed recruiting season as an
outstanding one.
-Half of the kids that have visited this campus signed with
us." Greene said between bites of salad duritg lunch
yesterday. "That's not a bad ratio anywhere."
While Greene and his assistants have apparently had good
success beating the bashes for talent, things closer to home
have been anything but rosy.
Racer basketball plans to upgrade rooms in Clark Hall for
next season'a basketball team met with starch oppolltion by
several student groups, specifically Clark Hall, the
Residence Hall Association and the Student Government
Association.
-I've met with more adversity here at Murray than at all
the other schools I've coached at combined," Greene said. "I
would have to say, considering that, our recruiting year has .
been phenomenal."
Did the dtirmitory issue hurt recruiting?
•'I'm not sure," said Greene. "But I do know that when two
recruits went to eat at the cafeteria, they were handed
petitions urging them not to support it the housing plan
Greene also admits other -factors have made this year a
less-than-memorable one. A near-halt to plans for a new
basketball facility, something Greene was promised when he
came to Murray from Mississippi 'State, doesn't help
recruting any.
And Greene admits this was the first year he had ever tiscr
a recruit punched out. David Youngblood, Mayfield High
School's 6-8 c,enter who signed with Southern Illinois three

days ago, reportedly received a fist to the 4ace in a supposedly "all-in-fun" skirmish during his visit here.
-He had narrowed his choice to us and SIU," Greene said.
"I wont say that incident made his decision for him, but it
didn't help our chances by any means."
Still, Greene speaks with unforced enthusiasm when he

'I've met with
more adversity
here at Murray ..
. considering that,
our recruiting year
been
has
phenomenal.'
Ron Greene
. discusses the players he, associated coach Steve Newton and
assistant coaches Mike Dill and Carr McCalla DID sign.
Here's an overview, in the order of credentials, of the
recruits:
GleaGreen, a 6-6 swingrnan from.Henderson County High
School, -can do it all,- Greene says. "He can pop the 20footer or play inside.•'
The Racers were competing with Oklahoma, Louisville,

Southern Illinois and Indiana State, among others, for
the
services of Green, who averaged 21 points, 15 rebounds
and
four blocked shots at Henderson County.
Greene said one fellow coach ranked Green as one of
the
top five guards in the country.
As with his other recruits, the MSU coach feels Green
was
sold on the -coaching family" at Murray State.
"Everyone
that signed with us pointed to the family atmosphe
re in the
community."
Mont Sleets, a 5-11 guard from Eminence High
School, is a
"Butch- Lee type of player," Greene says. "He's
muscular
enough to go inside for. the three-point play.
plus.he's an
excellent shooter,"

Bates averaged 18.8 pinnts and 11
rebounts at E3stern
Oklahoma and finished with 1,009 points during
his two years
there. And he may not have reached his full
size. As a senior
at Memphis Treadwell, Bates stood 6-6 and
weighed just 175
pounds.
Walt Davis and Jeff Strouse were teammate
s on the
Evansville Ind. Central High School squad, but
Greene
insists the signinrig of the pair was no package
deal.
always come up short on those situations. They
are both
talented players who have the tools to make a
contribution to
our program."
Davis, a 6-5 forward, averaged 18 points and nine
rebounds
'on Central's 20-2 team. Greene says
excellent leap&
with a strong inside game.
Strouse, a 6-1 guard, hit for 15 points a game while
connecting an 51 percent of his shots. He was all-etty
and allconference, as was Davis, who also made first-team
all-state.
There ate three other reasons Greene feels next
season
should be a good one - Gary Hooker, Torrell
Harris and
Michael Davis.
The trio were transfers and sat out last season, but
all will
be eligible next season, though Harris must
wait until the
second semester since he transferred later in the year.
Hooker, a regular at Mississippi State from 1976-78,
moved
to Murray when Greene made his exit. He's a 6-6
swingrnan
with a feathery shooting touch. The 11th all-time
scorer in
Mississippi State history, Hooker will have one
year of
eligibility at Murray.
Harris, a 6-4 guard who has the capabilities to score,
is
noted for his defensive prowess. He attended
Duquesne in
Pittsburgh before transferring.
Davis is a 6-3 guard from Schoolcraft Junior
College in
Minnesota. Both he and Harris will be juniors.

Sleets was the second-leading scorer among Kentucky
high
school players with an average of‘
32.3 points. He scored 40-ormore points four times this season, and Newton
witnessed
one of those performances.
"I saw him get 37 myself," said Greene. -To
say the least,
he can score. But he's an unselfish player."
Michael Bates, a 6-10 center from Eastern Oklahoma
Junior College in Wilburton and Memphis Treadwell High,
-probably isn't a franchise, but, at worst, he's a very good
player," says Greene.
The Racers are after another big man — particularly 6-10
LaSalle Thompson, who, like 'Kenney Hammonds, attended
Withrow High School in Cincinnati.
Though Thompson is planning to visit MSU this
weekend,
Greene admits signing him is a long shot at best.
If, however., Murray could get Thompson or a
comparable
talent. Bates has the quickness to play a strong forward
spot,
says Greene.

College Tennis

Lakers Pounce
On Trigg 11-0

Murray Edges Salukis
CARBONDALE, Ill. —
Bennie
Purcell
can't
remember the last time it
happened, but he knows it's
been a while. His Murray
Slate men's tennis team
4-ipped traditional power
Southern- Illinois 5-4 in a
college
tennis
match
yesterday.
"We did what a good tennis
team has to do — win the
doubles matches," said
Purcell, whose squad upped
its recordto 17-4.
Chris Leonard won at No. 2
singles to go to 16-4, while Finn

Swarting's victory at No.. 4
upped his mark to 15-6 and
Steve Willie. won at No. 6 to go
to 15-6. • The Racers may also lay
claim to being the state's best
college tennis team, barring
Morehead, which they haven't
played. Muhay has already
beaten Eastern, Western,
Louisville and Kentucky.
Middle Tennessee, a Ohio
Valley Conference rival that
Purcell ,sees as the league
favorite, is the Racers' next
foe. .They will ,play the Blue

Raiders Thursday in
freesboro.

Joe Stonecipher pointed to
the defense, but it was, the
offense -that limited the game
to four innings.
Calloway County made the
most of four hits and a sloppy
fielding by Trigg County to
shell the . Wildcats 11-0
yesterday afternoon at the
City Park.
Thegame was halted after
five innings because of the 10run rule.
The- Lakers, now 2-1, hosted
Symsonia today to a 4:30 p.m.
_ contest. The Wildcats lost
their first game after three
._victiries.
Calloway jumped to a 6-0
second-inning lead with the
--arltiit-ariti-hit. Kith
Edwards,, Keith Brown and
Marty McCuistan all walked
to load the-- bases with two
outs.
Kelly White drew another
walk, Shawn Simmons was hit
by a pitch and Kenny
. McCuiston walked to score the
first three . Laker runs.
Following a wild pitch than
allowed Brown to race home,
freshman Don Hargrove
rapped a two-run single to. cap
the inning.
Calloway continued the
onslaught in the -third. Tim
McAlister walked. Ricky
Garland singled to center and
Keith Brown's line drive was
dropped to' load the bases
again.

Terje Persscin and Leonard
upped their doubles mark to 98, Swarting . and Mike
Costigan, to 13-7; and Roger
Berthiaume and Willie, to 9-8.
Murray S.&makers Moab 4
Jeff Lolyier SILD d. Teri. Peron, 42.
74. Chris Leonard d. Neville Kennerly,
6, 64, 6-2. Sam Deans SM. d Roger
Berthia tune, 7-6, 6-1; Finn Swank* d Lite
Ampcn,74.6-4; Steve Smith /sni) d. Mike
Ccatigan, 74, 5-4, Steve Willie d. Jose
Lisardo,
Persson-Lemard cl. Lobrier-Kennerly,
6, 74, 5-2, Swartmg-Costigan d. DeanSmith 64, 44, 44, Berthaunae-Wllke d
Arnpon-Limudo 34, 5-1,
.

Racer Women Romp 9-0
The Murray State women's
tennis team defeated Tennessee Tech. 9-0 yesterday at
the MSU tennis complex in a
Match that was the last home
event for three seniors.
Karen Weis, who beat Joni
Hicks 6-1, 6-1 at No. 1 singles:
Lynn Martin, who toppped
Lynne Cruey 7-5, 3-6,6-0 at No.
3; and Anne Ress, who beat
Lori Brown 6-0, 6-0 at No.4, all
are seniors.
In other matches, Bitsy Ritt
stopped Tara Sctunidtz 6-0, 6-2
at No. 2, Yvonna Utley
defeated Penny Goodman 6-0,
6-1 at No. 5 and Becky Jones
beat Ifeuny King 6-1,6-2 at No.
6.
In doubles matches, Weis-

Ritt defeated Hicks-Schmidtz
6-1, 6-0 at No. 1: Martin-Utley
whipped Cruey-Goodman 6-0,
6-1 and Ress-Jones beat
Brown-King 6-3,6-2.
The Racers, now 11-3 this
spring and 29-9 including last

Weis

fall, will compete in the.. Ohio
Valley -Conference championships
Friday
and
Saturday in Murfreesboro,
Tenn.
The 29 wins is the most ever
for Coach Nita Head.

Martin
Final Home Matches

Don Hargrove laces a single to rightfield that scored two runs for Calloway County yesterday against Trigg County. The Lakers had just four-hits, but they shelled the Wildcats 11-0.

Res:

Stall photo by Tony Wilson

Marty McCuiston's single
scored two runners, and after
White walked, Simmons'
groundnut made it 9-0.
Two more . wild pitches
provided the final margin.
Callerway Ca. 11, TrigitC4i.0
Shawn&moiw,s,
2 1 0 1
Ken McCwston,et
2 I
1
Don Hargrove. rti
3 0
2
Keith Kdwards
0 0
Tun -Mc Alrster, lb
0 o
Ricky Garland, If
3
1
Keith Brown,2b
1 2 0 0
Marty McDourton, rf
1 1 1 2
Kelly White. r
0
htliBerbertch. 2b
1 0 0 0
•-•
Totals
a 11 4
Ina County
19 0 6
(allow., Co
063 00 - I I 4
Trigg Co
000 00.0 4
Ptiellag
if iris- kb
Kelly Riven
'W_ 1-1 r
4 0 0 4 1 3

Tigeri Compete
In Triangular
The Murray High boys golf
team; which dropped a 149-154
decision to Tilghman Monday;
played a triangular match
with Martin Westview and
Fulton City today at the'
Murray Country Club.
Thursday, the • Tigers host
Lone Oak _and both matches
begin-at 3:330 p.m.
-Lynn Sullivan led Murray
Highagainst Tilghman with a
35, followed by Howard Boone
with a 38, Trent Jones with a
39 and Gregg Cahoon and'
David Ryan,each with 42s.

English Pair A Delight To Track Coaches
By Deng Vance
Ma:Sports Publicity
David Warren and Allison

Manley crossed an ocean from
their native England to the
campus of Murray State for

Notice
Advanced Inc!
has now moved its complete operation to its
new larger facilities at 808 Coldwater Road,
Murray.
We are now offering the following services...
v- Three modern service trucks, completely equipped
for all your truck and farm tire seeds.
The complete in the shop service includes the
following: front end alignment, brakes, shocks, mufflers, tune-ups, safety cheeks on hoses belts, front-end
parts, II-joints, etc.

We

also offer a largo inventory on passenger, track
and farm tires as well as a complete recapping shop.

several reasons.
They wanted to develop
their athletic talents under
conditions condusive to proper
training without sacrificing
the opportunities for an
education.
Merry old England's loss
has proven Murray's gain in
track and field competition,
and, although romance had
nothing to do with their
overseas venture. David and
have become, as they
would say back home, "jolly
good friends."
Warren, a world class
middle distance runner who
ranks sixth in the I500-meter
event in England,and Manley,
a cute blond and her country's
10th
ranked
pentathlon
competitor, have been proving
their mettle at Murray.
Warren achieved
AllAmerica honors indoors this
year with a fourth place Anish

in the NCAA indoor championship mile competition in
Detroit. A junior at MSC, he
took first in the Ohio Valley
Conference indoor mile and is
the defending -OVC outdoor
800-meter champion. "Manley, who just enrolled at
Murray State in January,
placed fifth in the pentathlon
at the women's indoor
nationals in Missouri and
recently established a new
school pentathlon record in
women's track with 3,736
points and first place in t14
Memphis State Invitational
Paints are accumulated in
five events of the pentathlon the women's counterpart
of
the men's decathlon - including the 100-meter
hurdles,
shot put, high jump, long
jump, and 800-meter run.
Each credits the trainir,
routine encouraged in this
country for amateur athletics.

We thank you for your patience during our moving
paces' and we are looking forward to serving the
people of this area.

for his and her decision to
attend Murray. ,
•
"Running is like a bug that
never leaves you," said
It gives me
Warren.
tremendous satisfaction.

LUNCHEON MENU
1

Set e,t1 ,•

The daughter of a London
banker, Manley has made a
big impression on her coach,
Margaret Simmons.
She is really a skilled
athlete," said Simmons. "To
compete in the pentathlon
requires considerable training
and athletic ability. She's done
a great job."
In addition to her contributions to the women's
track contingent, Manley's
presence at Murray State has
proved financially rewarding
for Warren.
"It sure has cut down on my
telephone bill," added Warren
witti a smile.
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Corned Beef on Rye(Reuben)

$3.10

•J

FAMOUS SALAD BAR, ALWAYS A FAVORITE
A

meal in itself

ONLY

$2.50
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Advanced'
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-Tire & Automotive
Service Center
808 Coldwater Road - Murray
753-7111
759-4788

French Dip
Roast Ref.,

• -osh howl

.fral, fries and cote %la.,

$2.50

Phone 753-1314
David Warren and Allison
Manley
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Lover Overheat..
Mesas Lover Prices!!

Prices Good Thurs., April 19 Thru Vied., April 25

EVERY DAY IS SAVINGS DAY..:

WITH OUR FOOD BUYS !!

BIGBtlEgli

Gold Nodal

"""ftwimmillimis

Flour

PRODUCE

5 Lb. Bag

1 Lb.

79

Nabisco Saltine

Crackers

Save 20'

Large Head

Lettuce

29c

Fresh Crisp

Carrots

1 Lb. Celle Bag tita

$1
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Sweet Corn
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Vanilla
Wafers

Margarine
1 Lb Save 10'
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•
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Luncheon
Sealtest Pure
Meat
Orange Juice
$1 19 $ 99
12 Oz.

Pure Vegetable
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Oil

$1 29
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Save 50'

Save 26'
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Save
26`
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•

We Reserve the
Right to Limit
Quantities
We Accept U.S.
Government
Food Stamps

Downtown Shopping Center
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Save 70`

‘. •
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Pork
Roast
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Butter
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Stovall And Atkins Walking Tightrope Between Jobs, Campaigns
their money's worth if the
By MARIA BRADEN
official is splitting his
elected
Associated Press Writer
between campaign
time
her
or
—
(AP)
Ky.
FRANKFORT,
office?
and
U. Gov. Thelma Stovall and
"It's a gray area," said
State Auditor George Atkins.
Travis, Mrs. Stovall's
Frances
are walking a tightrope these
gn manager.
campai
as
jobs
their
between
days
None of the employees in the
elected state officials and
nt governor's office
lieutena
candidates for governor.
by the state merit
covered
are
Other candidates are aware
therefore are not
and
system,
that a misstep in this delicate
most political
from
ed
prohibit
balancing act can provide
.
activity
plenty of political am
Five members of the
munition.
nt governof3-ataff are
lieutena
The issue boils down to a few
on her gubernatorial
working
simple questions:
To distinguish
gn.
campai
Is the candidate-official
jobs in the
their
between
state
,
using state vehicles
r's office
governo
ant
lieutent
equipment or any of the
gn, they are
campai
the
in
and
to
office
the
perequisites of
taking paid vacation time to
further his or her campaign?
work in the campaign.
being
es
Are state employe
Mrs. Travis, who has
used in the campaign in
- her roles as Mrs.
juggled
system
merit
state
of
violation
executive assistant
s
Stovall'
regulations? Are taxpayers
campaign aide for
chief
and
footing the bill for state emapplied for an
month,
last
the
ployees' political work?
the May
through
leave
unpaid
Are Kentuckians getting

29 primary, but her request
was rejected by the state
Department
Personnel
inadequate
of
because
justification.
In a recent interview, Mrs.
Travis questioned the Personnel Department's rejection
and
request,
her
of
that the
acknowledged
practice of staff taking
vacation time to work on the
cause
could
campaign
problems for Mrs. Stovall.
"There's no question, it may
throw an opportunity to other
candidates to holler," she
said.
State regulatious require
employees to have Personnel
Department approval for
leaves longer than 30 days, but

employees may take unpaid
leaves up to 30 days with the
approval only of the appointing authority — in this
case, Mrs. Stovall. Since the
primary election is now less
than 30 working days away,
Mrs. Travis said she will
the
that
recommend
lieutenant governor grant her
unpaid leave through May 29.
She said she probably would
be the only staff member to
take unpaid leave, since she is
in a "decision-making" role in
the campaign, and other
employeesare not.
She said the office is
.maintaining daily time and
attendance records to show
which employees are using

Severs said she has kept
careful time and attendance
records.
Another gray area is Mrs.
Stovall's use of police
protection as lieutenant
governor. During the campaign, a State trooper
assigned to her serves as the
driver of her campaign van.
State Police Commissioner
Ken Brandenburgh said it is
"operational practice" for a
state trooper to accompany
the governor and lieutenant
governor in their travels.
He said it is acceptable for a
trooper to drive Mrs. Stovall's
campaign vehicle, but not to
drive any other vehicles accompanying her in her
campaigning.
The state auditor has also
taken pains to keep Atkins the
candidate separate from
Atkins the public official.
The auditor's office has
been reimbursed for expenses
where it is questionable
whether an activity is part of
solved by taking the material the campaign or the office,
to Washington state instead of
where
Carolina,
South
authorities refused to admit it.

vacation days to work on the
campaign.
Despite the attempt to
Istinguish the two roles, they
appear to overlap in some
eases. For example, the
lieutenant governor's press
secretary, Jean Severs, is
supposed to be working only
an media relations for the
office, not for tge campaign.
Two other persons have been
hired to do campaign press
work.
However, Miss Severs has
been interspersing vacation
days in h'regular work week
recently to —produce Mrs.
Stovall's campaign advertisements,and will make a
campaign appearance with
the candidate this week. Miss

Slow Cooling Down Of Reactor
Accelerated By Plumbing Change

week to reduce the water
temperature by 10 degrees per
hour from about 280 degrees
down to 230 degrees, but it was
only down to 245 degrees by
the
Meanwhile,
Tuesday.
Co.,
Edison
litan
Metropo
plan
cooling
ed
The preferr
said
plant,
the
of
r
operato
... is taking a lot longer than I
t
bankrup
go
could
it
Tuesday
would,"
it
d
had imagine
-.final
gives
state
the
unless
Denton said at a final news
part of a
briefing here. He arrived at approval to at least
conmillion
$49
d
propose
Three Mile Island 19 days ago.
that was
when_thereactor's core was in sumer rate increase
days before
danger of melting, and was approved only six
the nuclear accident.
returningto Washington.
He also said releases of
- '7%t the plant's troubled
radioactive' iodine have been
the NRC wants core
halted and a flap over disposal reactor,
temperatures at 230 degrees
of radioactive waste will be
&
before steps are taken to bring
it into what is called a cold
shutdown. That's the point at
which there is no longer any
risk of a chain reaction in the
University core going out of control.
Kay - Bates, assistant soloists with the
The reactor normally heats
ance of
perform
a
in
Chorus
professor of voice at Murray
ized water, which in
enpressur
Bach
by
Cantata No. 78
State University, will be a
other water into
heats
turn
My
Thou
"Jesus
titled
guest mezzo-soprano soloist
turbines. The
power
to
steam
Wearied Spirit."
with the University Choir in a
is now being used to
steam
ed
conduct
be
to
concert
The
performance of the "Alto
core heat.
by Robert K. 13aar will also carry off reactor
Rhapsodie" by Johannes
"Plans are being made to
singing
choir
the
include
on
Brahms on the campus
''Adoramus Te" by' Achinger, lower the temperature about
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By PAUL CARPENTER
Associated Press Writer
HARRISBURG, Pa. I AP) —
The painfully slow process of
cooling down the damaged
reactor at the Three Mile
Island nuclear power plant is
being accelerated through
changes in the plant's
plumbing.
Harold Denton, chief of
Nuclear Regulator Commission operations at the
plant, said Tuesday that
technicians hope to lower the
temperature of the reactor's.
cooling water by another lb
degrees.
He had announced plans last
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ployee.
Merit system employees are
barred from many political
activities, although they may
voluntarily supptul candidates on their own time.
Lois Mateus, media director
for Atkins' campaign, said
some non-merit employees
have done volunteer work in
the campaign at night, but
have not otherwise taken
active roles.
For example, deputy
auditor Robert Warren, a nonmerit employee, has attended
just three events in recent
months at which Atkins appeared as a candidate, two in
his capacity as auditor as a
third as an interested citizen.
"I've tried to make a special
point to stay away from the
political appearances of Mr
Atkins,'WiiiTen said. "There
has to be a separation. It's
especially important for the
auditor's office to maintain
that separation 'because) we
can't ask agencies to do things
that we don't do."
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,
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"Since 1897"
For All Your Hardware Needs

Open 8:00 ä.m.-5:00 p.m. rel-F
Closed All Day Saturday
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according to campaign
workers. When activities are
clearly political, they are
financed from the campaign
treasury.
A separate long-distauce
telephone line has been installed on Atkins' desk
specifically for campaign
calls, and special campaign
stationary that says Auditor's
Office also notes that it wasn't
printed with state funds.
"It's a thin line, but rather
than have the appearance of
conflict, we'd rather just pay
for it," said campaign worker
Lois Mateus,„ adding that it
has driven Up the cost of
subAtkins' campaign
stantially.
Atkins turned in his state
car last year and campaigns
in a leased_ automobile.
The yak majority of employees in the auditor's office
are covered by the state Merit
system, so the situation is
very different from that in the
lieutenant governor's office,
where no one is a merit em-

Special Prices On

Farm Gates - Pains"- Chain, Etc.
Fence Wire tSteel Post
Ph. 753-1543

214 Main

Xentuckg
Tilaritu Burst *flow
WEST KENTUCKY LIVESTOCK SHOW and EXPOSITION CENTER
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

to a tank-mix.

FRIDAY, APRIL 20, 194 7:30 P.M. (C.S.T.)
SATURDAY, APRIL 21, 1979 7:30 P.M. (C.S.T.)
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Surflan...whatever
the weather.
.
When used according to label directions

WALKING HORSE JUDGE

GAITED JUDGE
ANNOUNCER

ORGANIST
RINGMASTER
PHOTOGRAPHER

FRIDAY EVENING

a

For best results, always read
and follow label directicms

Open Pleasure Pony
Two Year Old Walking Fillies
Amateur Three Gaited Norse
Ladies Amateur Walking Norse
Amateur Roadstesfony To Bike
Junior Exhibitor Five Gaited Horse
Slow Racking Norse
Three Year Old Walking Fillies
Junior Exhibitor Three Gaited Norse
Amateur Harness Pony
Three Year Old Walking Stallions And Geldings
Show Pleasure Walking Norse
Junior Five Gaited Nom
Open For Trot Norse
Walking Norse: 15.2 Or Under Open
Amateur Five Gaited Norse

.M-r—gonnre Vincent, Alvalon, Kentucky
.M.r Charlie Judd, Grandview, Missouri
Mr Bob Higgins. Madisonville. Kentucky
Mr. William Hickman, Evansville, Indiana
..... Mf:-Jimmy Cole, Nashville, Tennessee
. Ms Shirley Paulette, Lexington, Kentucky

SATURDAY EVENING
Open English Pleasure Norse
American Saddlebred Three Gaited Pleasure Norse
Two Year Old Walking Stallions And Geldings
Open Roadster Pony
Amateur Walking Norse Open
American Saddlebred Five Gaited Pleasure Norse
Style Racking Norse
Open Fine Harness Pony
Juvenile Walking Norse
Four Year Old Walking Mares
Open Three Gaited Norse
Four Year Old Walking Norse, Stallions And Geldings
Fine Harness Norse
Open Racking Norse
Road Norse To Bike
Open Walking Norse
Open Five Gaited Norse

For More Information Call (502)753-4498
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—WE RESERVE TNE mop TO UNIT QUANTITIES—

. NORTNSIDE
Mon.-Thurs 6-10
Fri. 6-12
6-10 Sat. .
Closed Sunday
SOUTHSIDE
7-10 Mon.-Sat.
10-7 Sunday
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SHORTENING
/•
•
WittiMOOAddNionaihrobais
Excludiag Tobacco & Dairy Products

VAN CAMP

PORK & BEANS
PUREX
DETERGENT

300 SZ

3/89
C
89

42 OZ

PETER PAN PUIN OR CRUNCHY

PEANUT BUTTER

180Z.99

DEL MONTE
YELLOW CLING

HALVES &
SLICES

PEACHES

2/
1
2SIZE

PURITAN
939
320Z.
KOUNTY KIST GOLDEN
WHOLE KERNEL

CORN

303 SIZE

4/1
$

4/$1

i
P riACH
IGA HOME STYLE

BREAD

11
/
4 LB.

IGA HOT DOG

BUNS
IGA DANISH
ROLL

1° PIC

2/89c
2/89
59c

12 PK.

OSCAR MAYER

$169

WIENERS
OSCAR MAYER

MARGARINE
WithWith Amu Additional Parchass
Excluding Tobacco Dairy Products

1

LB. BOWL

LUX LIQUID

IGENT ..........•
oR
a
T
DEL
TOMATO JUICE

WILLIMAKEYOURDAY

PRODUCE

FRESH CRISP

LETTUCE

BLUE BONNET

HEAD

FRESH GREEN

MA GARINE

ONIONS

QUARTE

FOLGER'S

COFFEE

LB. $199

SAUSAGE LINKS.

Vlalge°
tune

ALL GRINDS
LIMIT 2

GREEN GIANT NIBLETS
401

89
59

c

OR CHEESE

101.

cBANQUET COOKING
5 °Z

99

WASHINGTON STATE
GOLDEN DELICIOUS

1 LB.

APPLES

9

3/89

EFR
UIT
i
T
W gli
E

2 BUNCHES

37*
39.

49c
3/59c
LB

day, April 18, 1,79
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I Funerals I
Mrs. Mary Hart Is
Dead At Age Of 73
Funeral Thursday— -

Gov. Carroll Releases His
Tax Returns Again This Year

various dues, subscriptions and fees
the deferred compensation account.
By SY RAMSEY
$326 for travel
and
The $18,000 in expenses is allocated
Associated Press Writer
gain of $3,000 was reported
capital
A
count
not
directly to Carroll and does
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) — It's just
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,
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making
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the
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years he has held office, claiming that
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and
high public officials are morally
The deceased was a
His interest income of $196 came
obligated to do so. ,
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three firms and he listed only $20
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Murray High School Student Council will
Paducah, where Carroll lives.
I Continued From Page One )
figures showed Tuesday.
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Michelle Marvin Wins $104,000
Judgement Against Actor Marvin

Students Inducted Into Honor Society
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Personnel Department Advises
Employees About Political Work
By MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API —
The Personnel Department
has .slipped reminders into
state employees' paychecks,
that they can have political
opinions but must be very
careful about engaging in
political activity.
Personnel 'Commissioner
Addie Stokley said that in view
of the upcoming primary
election, it was particularly
appropriate that the state's
34,000 employees be made
aware of political activities
prohibited by state law.
Her comprehensive twopage memorandum contains a
list of do's and don't's tailored
for merit system employees.
The memo includes a caveat
for non-merit employees as
well.
State law specifically says
that, "no person shall solicit
any political assessment,
subscription, contribution or
service of any employee in the
classified service."
That prohibition applies to
all state employees, including
non-merit employees such as
cabinet secretaries, comm-
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missioners, principal
assistants and division
directors, Mrs. Stokley noted.
and
governor's
The
lieutenant governor's staffare
also non-merit employees.
State law provides for jail
terms of 30 days to six months
for persons convicted of
soliciting state employees for
political funds, and - provides
up to five years suspension

opinion on political subjects
and candidates.
However, they may not take
an active part in political
management and political
campaigns.
They can wear badges and
political buttons and display
political bumper stickers on
their own cars, but they are
barred from distributing such
material. ' They are . also
Church,
Baptist
prohibited from writing or
Flint
The
located west of Almo Heights publishing letters or articles
off j-lighway 641 North, will soliciting votes for a candidate
hold a Bible Institute on or opposing one.
Merit employees May make
Thursday and Friday, April 19
p.m.
7
at
voluntary contributiOnsato a
and 20, with services
political organization, bilr are
each evening.
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will
barred from soliciting or
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conpolitical
Paul Dailey, retired minister, handling
or
selling
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and
the
s
and
tribition
y,
on Thursda
Greg Burton, pastor of the soliciting the sale of political
Spring. Creek Baptist Church, party dinner tickets.
In some instances, there's a
on Friday.
Rev.
the
pastor,
line between perinitted
thin
church
The
Heyward Roberts, invites the and prohibited activities. For
example, merit system empublic to attend the services.
ployees may join a political
club or attend political rallies
or conventions, but they must
not become involved in the
organization of the club or
rally.
Merit employees can't
engage in partisan activity at
the polls or haul voters there
as a service to a candidate or
party, but they can work at the
polls in a non-partisan
capacity and drive friends or
relatives there to vote.

Captain Patti J. Fablo, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Michael Fablo
of Batavia, N.Y., earned the
U.S. Air Force Commendation
Medal for meritorious service.
Fablo, a weapons systems
operator, was presented the
medal at Shaw Air Force
Base, South Carolina, where
he now serves with a unit of
the Tactical Air Command.
The captain is a 1964
graduate of Notre Dame High
School. He rececieved his
masters degree in 1969.from
the University of Detroit,
where he was commissioned
through the Air Force Reserve
Officers Training Corps
program.
His wife, Phyllis, is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James Triplett of Murray.

Reunion Planned
'A No-Till Seminar for
WWII Regiment
Calloway County Grain l3y

Farmers will be held ThurVeterans of the 222nd
sday, April 19, at 7 p.m. at the
Regiment of the 42nd
Infantry
West Kentucky Livestock and
(Rainbow ) Division
Exposition Center, College Infantry
their annual reunion
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will
Ted
Farm Road, according to
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Howard, County Extension at
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Committee, P.O. Box 491,
teed and intorno-rated IntoHuntsville, Ala., 35804.
the no-till farming programs
work.
through research, hard
and a pinch of pioneer spiritCalloway County has lost
several tons of top soil this
winter (cue to erosion, but soil
The Blue Grass GB Club-will
washes less when wheat
a country ham breakfast
hold
the
of
top
on
left
stubble is
grouqd, Howard added. No-till on Saturday, April 21, at the
crops tan yield the same or club house located over Wallis
better than conventional Drug, north side of the court
• square.
crops, the agent said.
This will be a dinner . Serving time will be from 5
Meeting, sponsored by the a.m. to 1 p.m. with the cost of
chemical companies, to be the tickets being $3 for adults
served by Hickory Hut B-B-Q. and $1.50 for children.
Tickets will be available at
Persons should register for
the dinner by calling the ex- the door, a Club spokesman
said.
tension office, 753-1452.
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Timothy A. Lane
Completes Training
Navy Airman ,4pprentice
Timothy A. Lane, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Norman 0. Lane,
Route 7, Murray, has completed recruit training at the
Naval Training Center,
Orlando,Fla.
During

the

9-9 Mon.-Sat.
Bel-Air Center
Murray, Ky.

training cycle, trainees
studied general military
subjects desiped to ,preliare
them for further aeacte-Oc
and on-the-job training in one
of the Navy's 85 basic occupational fields.
Included in their study were
seamanship, close-order drill,
naval history and first-aid.
Personnel who completed this
course of instruction are
eligible for three hours of
college credit in physical
education and hygiene.
A 1977 graduate of Murray
High School, Lane joined the
Navy in December 1978.

Calloway Bands To
Present Coneert

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky's ',burley tobacco
growers plan a 5 percent cut in
the acreage they devote to the
state's leading cash crop this
year, according to the U.S..
Department of Agriculture.
Such a cut could mean a
drop of about $25 million in the
potential value. of burley,
which has been bringing more
than $500 million a year to
Kentucky.
The burley outlook was
included in a report that also
suggested that corn acreage
will be reduced and soybean
acreage expanded this year in
Kentucky and the rest of the
nation.
The report was based on the
intentions of farmers as of
April 1 and it noted that they
still have time to change their
minds.
Kentucky's tobacco farmers
intend to plant 162,000 acres of
burley this year, compared
with 170,000 acres fast year,
according to the report from
the Kentucky Crop &
Livestock Reporting Service,
an agency of the USDA.
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Art Show at Murray State University
STUDENT ART AWARDS — Winners of three top awards in the Stndeftte
g the opening of the exhibit Friday
followin
t,
discuss their work with Dr. Constantine W. Curris, university presiden
technology major, who won the
arts
graphic
a
Lowes,
of
(left)
Nance
evening, April 13. Shown with him are: Rick
;
Kennita freed (center) of Robinson, Ill.,
$300 President's Purchase Award and a $50 merit award for color drawings
and a $50 merit award for two
e
Award
Purchas
Dean's
a senior photography major, who won the $250
Bob Head Purchase Award for
$200
the
won
who
major
art
senior
,
of
Paducah
Viterisi
Ellen
photographs; and Jane
Doyle Fine Arts Center on the
Orrice
of
Gallery
a sculpture piece. The show will run through ,May 9 in the Eagle

Timothy A. Lane

The Calloway Counly_Bands
will present a concert on
Sunday; April 22, at 2 p.m. at
the Calloway County High
School Cafeteria.
Featured on the program
will be the Sixth Grade, Junior
High, and High School Bands,
directed by LaVaughn Wells
and Jim G'la'ss.
The public is invited to
attend, a school spokesman
said.
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from state service for employees and officials convicted
of making such solicitations.
State merit employees are
encouraged to register and
vote the way they choose, and
have the right to express their

Capt. Fablo Earns
Commendation Medal

Ham Breakfast Will
Be Held Saturday
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Manuscript Written

his first novel, The Gabriel
write a Western documentary.
) is a masterpiece
Robert Landry Horn (1951
t and detail. The New:
dialec
of
Holt
In January, 1946,
York Times said of it "As rare:
received an analysis of the
true and captivating a a
and
staff
show written by the
of the American frontier
story
psychologist of CBS, Dr.
appeared in years. This
has
as
livid.
Ernest Dichter. Holt was
book of emphatic
a
is
He responded "Instead of
a book In which
ction,
distin
ron
Cimar
.
having me write. .
m of storystrea
pure
the
Tavern have him write it.
g flows as naturally as a
tellin
ring,
the
in
Then put my story
forest freshet, a book with a
without gloves:. . and let the
h tang and flavor to it of
'fres
the
by'
stand
I'll
best man win.
tible charm.",
•irres
decision" Holt never got the
Holt might have emerged as
s
month
6
bout;
the
chance for
a major literary force, but
later the show got the ax. As a
fate was cruel and he was
free
a
me
beca
Holt
result,
found to be suffering from
lance scriptwriter, made the
cancer. He died only two
and
a,
dram
TV
to
transition
weeks after his second novel o
wrote for shows such as Studi
Boone Kissed Me was
Dan'l
One and Big Town.
in 1954.
shed
publi
from
During all this time,
s — few through
novel
Holt's
the earrly- 1930's until the
— emerged as
were
they
to
stove
early 1950's, Holt
distinctive and vital stories
write serious fiction and H. L.
rooted in Kentucky history.
gave
s,
other
Menchen, among
CBS's Robert Landry once
him encouragement. But Holt
complained that Holt's radio
and
work
his
was trapped by
s lacked "The rich
script
only after he left CBS did he
ical detail and racy
histor
d.
neede
he
have the time
dialogue which characterizes
In addition, Holt Made a
Felix Holt, the Man." In his
coninion niistake, he wrote
novels Felix Holt, the man
about lurid characters who he
stands out in bold type.
as
such
dimly
only
knew
Perhaps fellow novelist and
gangsters; he had been a big
writer, Budd Schulberg,
script
city reporter, it is true, but he
best when he wrote,
it
put
n.
was not Daman Runyo
the sad things is that
of
."One
Instead, he was a Kentuckian
so often better than
e
are
iieopl
in
y
from the town of Murra
Out of necessity or
show.
they
reference tool will guide Calloway County whose hunger or least resistance
st
Bapti
to relatives included
directly
searchers
they do The Lone Ranger
collections pertinent to their ministers, g'rocers, and the which is ok -- but oh, oh, in
the
d
settle
needs, and allow them to avoid pioneers who
Felix's case there was so
time-wasting correspondence region. In his serious fiction he much More in him to give."
and
cky
Kentu
to
came home
and travel," she said.

Aid" while
and possibly hurt his ego — so Sing and Lend your
of Spa we'll
ead
"Inst
line
was
the
e
phras
final
the
to "public drink down Ale" became
euphemized
destroy "We're sporting men so bold
would
that
es
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America." The legal and and Hale." . Such restrictions on his
vigilantee aspects of the show,
g angered Holt and lead
unwritin
however, reniained
prolific outpouring of
a
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.
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20
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letters, perhaps Holt's
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In 1945 Holt
art form.
relationship with Trendle and best niastered
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Tavern, a juvenile Western director
and
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not
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er,
howev
and
sm
reali
dedicated to
mature plotlines. In the long he wrote back:
Hey fellow, will you please
run, however, Holt discovered
he'd jumped "out of the frying discontinue
11 ) Threatening to resign
pan and into the fire." As
time any general
every
might be expected, blue
conies up.
ssion
discu
ing
anyth
d
rlize
bowde
pencils
sing CBS with
Confu
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which buyers of Wond
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good
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Ranger. We
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The
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example of this editing is
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.
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a
song,
theme
the
way
(3) Reminding us. . . it's
folksong entitled Garry Owen,
unnecessary, we already
quite
to
table
accep
made
was
that serial making is a
know
r,
rathe
or
American youth —
ing job. . ., and,
their parents. The line "Corne back break
C.B.S. code for
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your
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Booze and Sing and
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ren's
aid," for example, was child
wants you to
y
Nobod
.
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meet.
and
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e
changed to "Com

at rebellion brings him to
found himself he didn't take the Lone
his knees."
EDITOR'S NOTE: The Detroit. Holt
; an example of Ranger with him. The Lone
Although this character
following is a manuscript overworked
creativity is a memo Ranger doesn't die. . . every
closely resembles Holt's
more
about a Murray author. Felix his early
13, 1939 where he kid knows that in his heart."
Fran Striker, it
ague
colle
Holt. The manuscript. 'From dated May
was
about his working The New York Times
es the tremendous
strat
demon
The Lone Ranger To Daniel complains
at WXYZ. Holt says right, the Lone Ranger, the pressures which WXYZ staff
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has been the custom of
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In a poignantly written
Nonetheless, when hearing
mankind created in his
cter. . . who steps in
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proje
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this state that bola records
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Williams, state librarian, the
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_
project will be combined to
form a suggested plan for a
national project, which, if
realized in its fullest form, will
generate a national computer
data base. This data base will
allow a researcher to search
either on-line or through
printed Union Guides all the
repositories of America for
desired information.
,.. Williams said that once the
guide is published, it will be a
valuable reference-7tool or
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Division, Marine Corps Base,
camp Lejeune. N.C.
A 1977, graduate of Callosvay
School,
High
County
d the Marines
joine
nder
Alexa
4.
if,June 1977.

Knowing Where To
Look A Big Asset

EARN UP TO

%

II

-

_

•0

We make house Calls, every afternoon.
Guaranteed.

Cpl. Ted Alexander
Recently Promoted

l‘Iltierray
Ledger 8r Times

S
NG
VI
SA
UR
YO
ON
EN HIGHER ON THE MONEY MARKET CERTIFICATES

(EV

ANNUAL RATE

8.00%
7.75°/0
7.50%
6.75%
6.50%
5.750/0
525%

ANNUAL YIELD

TYPE-TERM
'Certificate of Deposit
8-10 Years
• Certificate of Deposit
6-7 Years
'Certificate of Deposit
4 Years
Certificate of Deposit
'
2'.i Years
'Certificate of Deposit
1-2 Years
Eagle Passbook
90-Day Notice

Golden

Regular Passbook
Day-In-Day-Out

,
Idadataday 0,ya Gyrad},,,yy
labdimaiel atone ydaNy neared eta wady
Li Adamado hoed Nava an madam*,dday
N
SI
pattbada
....we
SIX.
NB deo . de day on*.
Caradhartes Nye• SI Ni.

•

"The place where thousands ore saving millions"

HOME FEDERALON

SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATI
PADUCAH,KY.
Murray Branch — 1201 Main Street
g0441
4Nc;.
ciS
0111111;
4 11 i N
r44,
# S1S

IOW HOUSING
.7••••••

04 10 1.0

_.J
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Court Expected To Defeat Media In Libel Law Decision
By RICHARD CARELLI
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP —The
Supreme Court soon will hand
the news media a crushing
defeat in a decision that could
revolutionize libel law, ABC
News reports.
The court is poised to rule
that public officials or public
figures suing for libel may
force journalists to tell what

their thoughts, opinions and
conclusions were while
preparing a news story, the
television network said
Monday.
The ABC report, aired
during the television netnews
work's .evening
prog‘arr--said a majority of
the court's nine justices will
rule in favor of a former Army
officer who is suing CBS and

others for $44.7 million.
If accurate, the report
represents one of the rare
breaches in the 190-year
history of the high court's
vaunted secrecy.
The report by ABC
correspondent Tim O'Brien
said Justice Byron R. White is
writing the court's majority
opinion. It said Justice
William H. Rehnquist agrees

with White that people suing
for libel may probe a journalist's "state of mind."
The report said Justice John
Paul Stevens tried to dissuade
White from his view during
one of the court's closed
conferences,,
In addition, the report said
discussion of the important
press controversy
free
precipitated a shouting match

Hubbard Proposes Tax Revisions

as
lut
as
(m
wo
/el
as

among some justices that
;
attracted court police alai.
med by the clamor.
O'Brien's report did not
specify the court's voting split
and did not offer any hint as to
his source.
O'Brien said he was "absolutely certain" of the
report's accuracy and said he
was not free to comment on
how he came by the information.
Court spokesman Barrett
McGurn had "no comment"
on the report. Other court
sources could not confirm nor
discredit the report's ac. _
curacy.
The case argued before the
justices last Oct. 31 involves a
still-pending suit by former
Army Lt. Col. Anthony Herbert against CBS, the network's "60 Minutes" news
program, correspondent Mike
Wallace, producer Barry
Lando and The Atlantic
Monthly.
Herbert, who was stripped

of a battalion command, was
to
national
propelled
prominence in 1971 when he •
formally charged his superior
officers with covering up war crimes in South Vietnam.
Lando's investigation of
Herbert's experience led to a .
Feb. 4, 1973, "60 Minutes"
telecast called "The Selling of •
Colonel Herbert.'-'
In it, the truth of Herbert's •
charges was called into..
question. Lando also wrote an •
article for The Atlantic.
Monthly about his findings.
Herbert's suit charged that
the program and article
"falsely and maliciously" depicted him as a liar.
Under a landmark 1964
Supreme Court ruling, libel
suits filed by public figures
must prove "actual malice"
before they can be successful.
The legal definition of actual
malice is knowledge- that a
statement possessed a false or
reckless disregard of whether
it was false or not.

Hubbard also said he would
Conn, would immediately be stead of Russell McClure,"
By CHARLES WOLFE
close state offices outside
said Hubbard.
fired.
Associated Press Writer
Stevens replaced McClure, Kentucky; personally inspect
But Hubbard said he would
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Democratic gubernatorial retain some "excellent" who resigned last July. and trim personal service
candidate ..,.Carroll Hubbard Carroll appointees, including McClure later was indicted for contracts; reduce the state's
Commissioner allegedly transferring two "reliance on rented office
has proposed six revisions, Finance
which, he says, could mean a Maurice Carpenter and state-owned vehicles to the space;" sell at least part of
$100 million tax savings for Finance and Administration family of Howatd "Sonny" the state's air fleet, and cut
Hunt, former Democratic capital construction exKentucky residents each year. Secretary Roy Stevens.
state
Governor
chairman. The in- penditures while honoring
shame
a
"It's
In a press conference here
Monday, the -First District Carroll didn't choose Roy dictment was dismissed in commitments already made
by the administration.
congressman said Ken- Stevens a long time ago in- November on a technicality.
tuckians pay more in taxes
than do residents 4—Tennessee, Indiana, Ohio or West
wades
Wallace
Laura
—
PIGGYBACK RESCUE
Virginia.
through knee deep water carrying Bond Almand from
He said the $100 million
caused
rain
his house in Atlanta, Ga., after heavy
could be recovered with better
flooding of Peachtree Creek Severe weather moved
state management and a 10
across the Southeast causing wind damage, flooding
percent reduction in the state
and several deaths.
work force.
(AP Laserphoto)
His proposed revisions
included:
—Increasing the state's
$50,000 inheritance tax
exemption to $425,000, equal to
the federal exemption.
—Imposing the state use tax
only on the amount actually
paid for a vehicle, eliminating
the tax on a trade-in
allowance. Hubbard said the
• High Potency
use tax is "our most unfair
Stress formula Vitamins
• The only Aspiral
tax."
with Maalox added
• A touch of Womanhood
income
state
the
—Making
10th Payne St.
for Stomach Protection
in a Stress Formula Vitamin
•OTENCY BOO
tax a percentage of the federal
STAESS
• Regular or with Iron
FORUM• • W""
- • Package of 100
CINSENC
income tax, with taxpayers
S Package of 50
WAWA •
60 Tablets
Purchase prior to Pool Opening and sending
copies of their federal
—
Save $5.00
tax returns to the state
1 OZ
4111111166Sfilli
Department of Revenue.
Hubbard said that would
simplify the filing procedure
SALE ENDS APRIL 23
it
?
afford the same exemalowommttms, and from state taxes that
ptions
All 20` Candy Bars
currently apply only to federal
taxes.
0111.11.n. A
—Increasing the state's $650
ZVI
•
individual standard deduction
11ILISKISTE134
SUM Siole •,11
_ -to the federal level of $2,300 for
.1-1In
2
single taxpayers and $3,400 for
Unicap Therapeutic
married couples.
workmen's
High Potency .
—Lowering
• Magriesaum Aluminum
Hydroxide Gel
compensation rales to.attract
86Vitamin'Ferniula
• 1,.), Constipating
industry.
'2 OZ
with Minerals
•
"I really believe we have
of 30 FREE
Bottle
more state employees than we
with Purchase of 90
need," Hubbard said, but
ANALGESIC
added the 10 percent cut could
be accomplished through
LTRA
MAK
Ultra Max ,
normal attrition by 1982.
"Career state employees
Shampoo
TWICE AS FAST AS ASPIRIN
have nothing to fear from
For Normal Dry or Oily
Carroll Hubbard," he said,
7 OZ
'adding , they actually are
p.
1.Gallon
underpaid and should receive
-raises.
41Begley's
• VVhitens Cleans,Disinter h.
However, Hubbard White
•Analgesic...
ann,
,many of Gov. Julian Carroll's
• Twice As Ftrr.
Petroleum Jelly Petroiiirm Jelly
appointees, including TranAs Aspirin
4 OZ
sportation Secretary Calvin
Package of 100
Human
and
Grayson
Resources Secretary Peter

,gh
as
ies
ry.
ice
dip' •
ich
icy
zes
his
Ian
pe.
and
rg
)te,
hat
han
y or
nce
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BEGLEygs
This is. .. savings at Begley's

SEASON PASSES

DRUG

Passes are On Sale At

Camphophen Phenique
cat

The Murray-Calloway
Co. Park Office

•••••••

Liquid

Antiseptic

Imo

Begley s
Formula M
Antacid
Liquid

wrOP01.01

Dinne

4.46 1.44

1.99

74'

Single Pass — $20.00
Family Pass — 45.00

STORES
Stresstabs Ascriptin
Begley's
600
Mandarin
Tablets
Stresstabs
Ginseng
...,g

All
Detergent
For
Automatic
Dishwashers

0

3

for '179

1.31

BUffERIN

Clorox
Bleach

Bufferin Tablets

1.57

The
ChiPPer
*2 pieces of fish filet
*crisp french fries
*creamy cole slaw
*2 Southern-Style •
hush puppies
*free 10 oz. soft drink
SAVE 55c
Monday thru Thursday
Reg.$2.34

Captain D's.
This Is

Dunlap Gets Badge
First -Lt. Paul W. Dunlap,
son Of Mrs. Alvena Dunlap,210
, Barnett St., Hazel, recently
received a parachutist badge
upon completion of the threeweek airborne course at the
U.S. Army Infantry School:
Fort Benning,Ga.
During the first week of
,training, students undergo a
physical tr4ining program
and receive instruction in the
theory of parachating. The
second week they receivepartical training by jumping
from 34-foot and 250-foot
towers. The final week
students are required to make
five static-line parachute
jumps.
Dunlap entered the army in
July 1976.

Your Invitation To Hear

VER
JOHN HOO
Kentucky
Mayfield,
IN A SOUL STIRRING SERIES OF

Gospel Meetings
April 15 20,1979
SONG LEADER —JIM WINEINGEIL—PALESTINE,TEXAS

1

7
2'

Aziza

•1111•II

' Soft Touch
Shadow Trios

3.25
Frosty Lustre
• Shadow Trios

3.50

• For Normal
or Extra Dry Skin
1
I X If. ,
D/ni
Sell'y

EVEREADY SIZE D
o
0f%
15

Candy •zacte";:r

3.3lisB c°

1.18

Kiwi
Boot Polish
•

Windshield
Washer

•Water Resistant
• Leather Nourishing
• choice al Color

so

Ayds

• BATTERIES Reducing Plan
1 PACK

10 Of"

JeNenS
lOtION

76'

WW1 •Oa

Jergens
Lotion

LOROX

Red Handle
Corn Broom

.44

7'

OC%

•

4s ardi

16x16

Store Hours
9-9 Mon.
thru Sat.
12-1
Sun.

-'S
. Spun

10.1b.
Round
- Kingsford Hibachi
Grill
Charcoal

Redwood
Lawn
Chair
• Durable
closed alum.our, ends

41104(1 ix

..11"

e

0

• Lights Fast arid

Easy

itChar04
k
BfICILI6t5

• 201' High chrome leg
•Conyenient side Tray
• 2 Rol*, wheels
8 0 Sel
• 3 P/-.

1.37 16:66

Sunday: Class 10 a.m. - Worship 11 a.m.
Services — Sunday Night thru Friday Night at 7:30 •

Join Begley's Senior Citizen Savings Plan

Pleasant Valley Church of Christ

If you are 60 years of age or older you are eligible. Stop by
our store today and fill out an application. Save an additional

280
MILES EAST OF MURRAY ON OLD POTTERTOWN ROAD,HWY.
753-4661
or
436-2337
or
For Transportation Gall 753-3629

10% on our already low prescription prices.
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ADVERTISED HIM FUMY
Loch of these advertised items is required to be readily crreilable far sale
in each Kroger store, except as specifically noted in
ad. If we do ivn
out of on odvertis.d item, we will offer you your chi** of a comparable
item, when available, reflecting the same savings era raincheck stich
will entitle you to purchase the advertised item at the advertised price
within 30 days.

Prices effective thru Aped 24th
Quantity right reserved.
Copyright 1979
The Kroger Co

EVERYDAY IN EVERYWAY,••

,
r
....••••4,. ,_ _(:,
e •

U.S.D.A. Grade'A'Holly Farms

GRADE

SHOULDER
SWISS STEAK

WHOLE
FRYERS

,‘
III11
pr.i[con-crtia copplIti]

204 OFF =
E.
( WORTH
toword the purchase of
ens

o 1 lb peg of Bryon Pampered

grINS

we

CHICKEN

PORK
——
SAUSAGE
=
Expires April 24th

I
—
am with this coupon.
: '•
Sliiiiiitiiiiiimmilid
:
pp;a[cppsurn!_couroti)mut pp:aic-sitsT -yhfics-pw_oi!iiii 1ni
"r.OFF
=
OFF
20'
ti:
504
WORTH
t
— WORTH
—
—t
...
ms
toward the purchase of
toward the purchase of
us
=

E
—
—
—
lInf

a 16 or . pkg. of Oscar Mayer

re La
me us

MEAT or BEEF =
—
...=
WIENERS.
m
with this coupon Expires Apr ii 24th imi r

a 2 lb. box of

•

Fresh Frozen
Meaty, Tender

IN'

ENGLISH
KROGER'S / ROAST
PRO
$11 68
Soya Protein Mix

BAKING
HENS

TURKEY
DRUMSTICKS .
=

i

.69c

MR.TURKEY —
MEAT LOAF . E
mu
with this coupon Expires Apxil 24th

111.11111111117

lb

ril
l 11111111MIMIllffille 31MIIIIIIIIIIMIIIMICe ;.

41
/
4t
•
/
1
4

U.S. Gov't. Graded Choice Beef

Beef t Hydreted

a
Nr

89c

.
.
11 161/1°

lb

...

4P°
SMOKED
PICNICS

Fresh Picnic Style

PORK
ROAST

-- •

WIENERS

BACON

89

FAMILY
PAK

.Q1

FlESH IOA

Leg-0-Lamb

FRESH
FISH
DEPT.

LI.$ 1 99

OVAL-SNAPED COUNTRY MI

ts
LI.a $599

Canned Ham

LII $1 19

SERVE IL SAVE SLICED

Lunch Meats

LB

iirtonirecliausage

LI

$1

49

WHOLE
CATFISH
$179

$109

atm CUT SMOKED

Ham Slices

MS SNORE MN

L-4 $189

S

ioez $1 39
PIG
El

FRESIE-SHOIN FISH MUTTER
• 111$169
PEG
II

Fish Sticks
114POITIOP•1511 WATER WA.PAK

Catfish Steaks

FILLETS

LI

Boston Roll Roast

LI $2
29

Ground Ck"
Chuck.
*

LP

LET THE KROGER DELI DO IT.

Roll On

Lift Spro•-Fever appetites with light tasty prepared f.
tvis ham
o.

(

ban

CALIFORIN A

Fancy Broccoli

BYTHE
.

N•

MKT

BOILED
HAM
$259

1 oz.
4t1.

WETTING
SOLUTION

Fresh Carrots
Leaf Lettuce ....2

-1

-•-

00

$

WHITE
BREAD

00

DIME AMERKAII OR

Garlic Bologna

le

Chicken Roll

Assorted Molds

LI$249
111.

$ 199

KUM

Macaroni Cheeset, $249
- Family Pai

Greet On Any Sandwich

witAt_

$288

-

$229

oniy
GERMAN STYLI

Potato Salad
OUR MST HOMEMADE

Sweet Cole Slaw

Duet-Inger

1111F:CF

In-Store Mode
9"Deep Dish Fresh

AMERICAN STRAWBERRY
FRIED
8 PCS CHICKEN CHICKEN
PIES
118 POTATO SALA()$
99 CHEESE
4 ROCti

9,1-11

LONGACItt

Olive Loaf

1

4 or
btl

$219

HAMEL &ORME

16
loaves

SKIN
BRACER

$169

2 oz

CALIFORNIA

63c

Barnes S. Hind

FANCY ROSTON OR RID

LARGE
MEADS$ 1

p.

Wetting
Solution

Lean, Tender
ROMA YELLOW°, WHITE

BAN
DEODORANT

joArk.11,

5-

1111LIIRSMIt0C

Sweet Corn

$1 88
I

HEALTH AND BEAUTY

the. Kroger Deli.... lunch meats, cheese cold fried chicken.
potato salad ond tole slow ever TASTE
Spflrlie COTO to the
Kroger Deli's Spring Faxorf Fling for a if$ -.4 the spirits ontrealims
galore'

254

U.S. GOV'T. GRADED 01040 BEEF lIONELESS

$199

THE KROGER DELI-BAKERY
all Ahead 759-4641
SPRING FOOD FUNGI

FANCY

Ls $1 59

U.S.D.A. GRADE 'A' ROUT FARMS

Fryer Backs

lb.

59(

lg.

IAMB

Fish Fillets

*Freshly meght, Mee pocked wet
' I ICS le sealed teletskeert
albeellied tiredly se Kreger fee= nelkoble liest•Ceet fisheries.
•Acceretely !shelled species. •Opee•deted for esssss
fvesheess. fAroilcdrie Thursday, Friday & Saturday Only/
FRESH, POND RAISED
FRES
H A OCEAN1E0
c

KROGER IT THE PIECE

Jumbo Bologna

NG

HICki

$ 1 39

.asosa

I
18

lb.

FAMILY PAK

Pork Steaks..

&

Mkt&

SERVE & SAVE

4%.

lb.
89
C

California

rya

Y
*fe
lencheon Favorite!

00

........... LI
79'
ROLLS
TIN ENO Of
ti 79' " Jumbo Kaisers 6 FOK 99

MISS BRECK
HAIR SPRAY
9,:in

93c

•

017;11410
PHENIQUE

ULTRA BRITE
TOOTHPASTE

IS

1 oz.
btl.

6 ox.
tube
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$1 10 KROGER COST-CUTTER COUPON
Ell

MN

Mountain Grown

FOLGER'S
.COFFEE 'ci .t

.

Cu

with this coupon and $10.00 purhcose excluding items prohibited by low and
o
merchandise. Subject to applicoble taxes. Limit one. Expires April 24th.

coupon

s

n 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

CUT YOUR FOOD COSTS!
•

"c)

in addition to the cost of

_.•,
.....

SAVE

4,
• -4/

SAVE

29c
T
AF
KR

$1 10

Creamy

HOMOGENIZED

MAYONNAISE
110

MILK
1 2 gal.
/
ctn.

32 oz.
jar

KROGER 100% PURE
2401. 094
TUB

Cottage Cheese
ASSORTED FLAVORS

'2 GAt.

994

Country Club Ice Cream
FREEZER PLEIZER ICI CREAM BARS OR

12a.$1 19
..PRG.

Ice Cream Sandwiches

,11

WITH COUPON ABOVE

Orange Juice
KROGER

SPECIAL PAK

KROGER FROZEN

94
or.;
cu. fur
794t

.

7ABG$1 39

Crinkle Cut French Fries

FRITO LAY

GOLDEN FLAKE

2 GAL.
1
/

'
pg.

Cheese Nuggets

Skim Milk

2 'T,°1- 894

Sour Cream Dips

69'

2001$ 1 09
CANS

Sliced Peaches

41

5x 59

Fantastix Snacks
NABISCO

ARGO YELLOW CLING

KROGER

4 Cl $1
g
PEG

Tone Soap

-

1201.73C
BOX

Nilla Wafers

Assorted Styles Frozen

HOME & FAMILY

94
39

94

ASSORTED BAN?Ull

20 02 ;

Fruit Pies

69

BROM VitliPPED
9 01

Topping

59

Pie Thells

5'
88

Golden Velvet Loaf

PEG

KROGI,11 BRUSSELS SPROUTS, BROCCOLI SPEARS. FORDHOOK OR
4.) loot.
PIGS.
A
Baby Lima Beans
CARROTS. OR

I)
QI

Mixed Vegetables

1002.
PKGS.

A

Bottermilk Biscuits
KROGER

2

Crescent Rolls

1201.

PEI RITZ

KROGER CORP PEAS, PEAS

He $929

KROGER TEXAS STYLE

2/89"
59"
a. 574
894
994

B OZ.
CANS

KROGER

701.
CAN

Real Cream Topping

Hot Dog Buns

'4.LS 1
•
PM

Angel Food Cake

89'
594
59'
654

STAR WARS
FIGURES
$1 99

l'a.$ 1.09
Rms. .

COUNTRY OVEN

PIG. Of TWO
SO!. TUBS

Soft
°6 1tairairgarine

KROGER SANDWICH BUNS OR

$1 00
to
CANS

$02
PKG

lam Cheese
FrI

Pie Shells

29

LAND '0 LAKES

CUTe"fionuts

09

ECC
Pria3=1Z] cpECIIIIECII
=
Jumbo Brico
108 Type
-§
LOUNGE
I POLAROID
CHAIR
i COLOR FIL hi i_

$109
3
88'
2
3 2cr.$1
200!.
LOAVES

NEW ORLEANS MEIN CELLO OR

_=
9
, 11. . PIG.
= with this coupon l rn,t one
E pIr.es Apnt24th

46
'

la 01
LOAVES

Multigrain Bread
KROGER

N

oo

Brown & Serve Rolls

P N
IU;C0tO0

CUTTER

KROGER

SWEET
POTATOES

WAS

59'

B.N.B. SLICED
3&121.1

Mushrooms

16 OZ
CANS

GREAT ON NOT DOGS 240!.

French's Mustard . JAR
WAS
KROGER

UBIT

AN
46C01

Tomato Juice
STOKELY

Slicedleets

IN
14C4

GREEN GIANT FRENCH STYLI

Green Beans
CARNATION

Coffee-Mate
R.N.11. CHOPPED

Mushrooms

9

ICLAIN

1
140.
CAN
2201.
JAR
30!.
CAN

75

394
41'

$219

GOLDEN
CORN

714
364
39'

'2"

$177

69'

644

DEL MONTE

/ WAS

NOW

WAS

534

COUNTRY BLEND PURINA

Cat chow
FURNITURE POLISH

TOILET BOWL CUANEI

Crystal Vanish

4L1.
BOX

VIEW NW

Italian Dressing

1 99

1201.

320Z.
..CAN

..15CTIE
.71
.

$ 1 43

954

Dressing

Spicy Dressing

OLD El PASO

upvi: $ 1 23

NOW

Apple Juice

1401.
rt. S 1

ASSORTED VARIETIES KRAFT

t
"in: 83

12a.

69'

PLAIN KRAFT

BBQ Sauce

•
nat. $

SWANSON 010111

Chicken

59'

4oa.

83

57'
$179

LUNCHEON

71'
71'

71'
%If: 71'

'AT

69"
69'
69'
69'

GREEN GIANT

NIBLETS
CORN
NOW

$118

12 OZ.
CANS

Chinet Plates

624

Parmesan
STOKELY

Fruit Cocktail

!CAM

$141
4.5

IS

a.MG.

27

73

/

3

NOW

$ 19

•

Grape Jelly

ARM'ULF MOON

4

1601
CAN

NOW

5i 79

$ 1 69

51' 299c
$J76

ISCT.
.,1101

1 25

$1 14

3201
JAR

79

$109

SUPER STUD

Detergent

NOW

. 1 LB. BOX

52

2/19

ASSORTED

BANQUET
DINNERS

14 02.
CAN

KROGER REG OR JALAPENO

soz
PUG

WAS

"At $ / 79

Crisco Oil

$1 13'

ELIMINATES 011011

774
$121
71'

111111 COUPON In

PURE VEGETAILE

WELCH'S

$1 10
STOK ELY Spaghetti
25' 234
APPLESAUCE
65' .604
Coast Soap
NOW
WAS
......... s1 75 $169
Lysol.Spray
434
7"• 85' 59'
\ 160!,
Pimento Spread.
CANS
$1 19
s1
Cheddar Cheese
DELICIOUS

KROGER GRATED

Garbage Bags

37'

COMPARTMENT

'11..

1 12 OZ.
PKG.

GLAD KITCHEN

WAS

WAS

NOW

•

s

E•p•-•% Arr,, rd.,.

PKG

$133

91'

WAS
s .57

SUPER SIZE

%PEAS

BBQ Sauce

Hot Dog Relish

WAS
4 02.
/
91
JAI

SHOWBOAT

OLD El PASO

Taco Shells

$1 96

WINE

NOW

87' 854

.:act
French Dressing.

tnpitoot SWEET

$J96

•••

=

AMERICAN
CHEESE

NOW

Chinet Plates

1111Y

Sloppy Joes

'2"

DELUXE WISHBONE

\1 6 OZ.
4 CANS

SMALL
PEAS
16 OZ.
\) CANS

4 Ul.
• • . BOX

WISHBONE 1000 ISLAND

Taco Dinner

2

ORIGINAL PURINA

Cat Chow.

Behold

NOW

WAS

•

73'
71 4

STOKELY WHOLE KERNEL

$)

Vac-Pac Coffee

774

NOW

EACH

KROGER
Jr%
INDIVIDUALLY WRAPPED SLICED
ik

NOW
WAS

$988

=
..
.!

Ode

Plus each week
You'll find the cost-cutter symbols on hundreds of your favorite items throughout our store
health
foods,
frozen
dairy,
items,
on
grocery
you'll find cost-cutter weekly od specials for extra savings
beauty oids, meats and produce
WAS

$177

EACH

EA.

1001.
PM 694

1106(1 BUTTERMILK

2 Liter

PYREX
JUICE JUG

NOW
WAS

69'

SO
110!.
PKGS.
(EXCLUDING BEEF 1 FISH)

•••
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IS. ARTICLES FOR SALE

2. NOTICE

I. LE-GAL NOTICS _
2 NOTICE
THY Shelton, as of
arryrii 17, 1979 will be
responsible for no debts
Jther than my own

WHAT WE do beSt
Needline, 753-6333.

LIESIFIED

31. HOUSES FOR RENT

19. FARM EQUIP.

HOS/$15m

43 RE AL ESTATE
43. REAL ESTATE

LONG 'DRESSES, silos
5,7,and 9. Call 489 2114 or
62.
ib
.
R2i7N
489
mA
BAT.34RY, 36
if month 80 amp, 526.99; 60
month 95 amp, $36 99. Wallin
Hardware. Paris.
SKIL SAW sale model 538,
$29.99; model 574, 534.99;
model 559, 551.99; model 552,
tia6.69; mocKst g53,
Model 554, $79.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.'
_z_utpilTENNAE.
Call
753-48 .
16. HOME FURNISHINGS

FORD, -t -row corn drift,
Excellent condition, Drilled
less then 100 acres.
436-2233 after6 prn.

TWO BEDROOM house for
7
rw
erita.ms11
'.2 miles out of town EVERY INCH actuality
4horne custom built

built
for
owner setting on 2 acres..
Owner has been transferred
from tnis 3 bedroom, 2 bath
brick with double garage.
Your
wife
will
enioy
preparing
meals
in
this
U- shaped
kitchen
with
several feet of cabinets. Dial
753-1492 for your personal
showing. Offered by Loretta

43. REAL

ESTATE

immlikaa

5. LOST A FOUNDPurdom & Thurman
36. RENTOR LEASE
FOU D: LARGE, male „clog
CUB
INTERNATIONAL
in the old Faxon community.
Insurance
I Neal Estate
farm -all
tractor. 'belly
White with black spots. Call
Sou ths,de Cou'r Square
mower, cultivators and
Mini
SHERIFFS SALE
436-2439.
dis
betks
w een
, allapnlow
d 3: 436-2332, call
Murray, Kentucky
LOST Since November Black
Warehouse
BOYD MAJORS
.The
Sheriff
of
and Tan Doberman. call
753-4451
Storage
Space
NEW
_ TOBACCO scaffold
REAL ESTATE
7$3-0443: -Calloi/ay County,Ken41111•1110111111111111111111M1
wagons, double wide; • 21For
Rent
LOST
GOLD
753-8080
COIN
from
tucky, will sell to the
long. 1-886-6029 in Hopkin--NICELY WOODED five acre
BIBLE CALL
necklace. Lost Friday night.
753 4758
Jobs RealtorS.
sville after 6 pm.
highest bidder the
homesites
located
on
Call Corn Austin 753-2472.
Professional Services
hours
24
Automatic
blades,
SNAPPER
MOWER
following property on
blacktop road near lake. Any
Reward.- '
With Tim Frienells Touch**
26",
choice,
28",
your
30",
of
these
attractively
TWO
STATION
priced
beeuty
shop
ThurWednesday
&
Wednesday, April 18,.
•LDST Austrailan Shepherd, 2
$5.99 each. Wallin Hardware, for rent or lease. Riverla
SAYS
OWNER
properties can be gought
yrs old,
WaY 'end
1979, , at 1:00 P.M. at
with a low down payment
_
Beattly-Shop.-743-0757._
sday hear: Theme
SELL!! NOW!! Counblack Lost on South 121.
We Buy, Sell Or trade
the -balance..,f inanc.en
the south entrance to
--analSPRAYERS, 2 GALLON, 37. LIVESTOCK-SUPP.
Reward. Call 753-2287
try lovers, here's your
of the Bible 759over an extended period
$12.99; • 3 gallon, $13.99: BREEDER
the Calloway County.
Used Furniture or ApAND fryer
6. HELP WANTED
John O. Neubauer, Realtor,
chance to move into
stainless steel, 3 gallon. rabbits for sale, Pleasant
4444; Strengthen•
Kentucky, 'Courpliances
BABYSITTER. in al- near
1111 Sycamore St., 753-01016
A29.99. Wallin Hardware, Gro_ve Rabbitry.tall 753-6813
this 3 bedroom, B. V.
thouse:
and
town,
for
boy
8,
girl
6.
753•7531.
•
ing your marriagb
BOYD MAJORS
or 753-1571.
Hodge& Son, Inc. Pal-is.'
situated on 4 acres
Summer months 7:30 -4:30,
1965 Model Scott)
IS. FARMS FOR SALE
REAL ESTATE
TILLER, 5 HP with Briggs 38. PETS-SUPPUES.
759-4445.
Call 489 2230 after 6:00 pm.
s
Kirskey.
Built
West
of
le ACRES WITH house, S
-Camper t13 ft.) Serial
and Stratton engine. chain AKC REGISTERED Pug
753-8080
EXPERIENCED SEWING
Wallin Har- puppies, will be
m
oast of town. Will
in 1971, this lovely
No. 136413582G
ready to go
GOO IS LOVE. I Jorfn 4:8. machine operators. Apply in THREE PIECE set of drive, $209.99.
consider selling part. 753dware, Paris.
home has great-room
.-Professional Services
But seek ye first the person,
Terms Shall Be Cash.
Calloway Mediterien den furniture. TRACTOR BATTERIES, 24 by April 26, 753-7138
after 6:30,
7241,
weekdays
With Thiel.'riencify Touch"
kingdom Of God, and His Manufacturing
Company, Call 753-0443.
w/fireplace, draperieweekends any time.
Max E. Morris,
DOBERMAN PUPPIE50/2
month guarantee, 6 vo
rightousness; and all these 111 Poplar St., Murray, KY.
COMMERCIAL BUIL'17. VACUUM CLEANERS - ammo,group 3 EH,$44.99, 12 month old, Good bloodlines.
s, range, refrigerator
46. HOMES FOR SALE
Sheriff
things shall be added unto EXPERIENCED CAR
DING. . 3 floors involt, 110 amps, group 30 H. Call 753-3027.
BEAUTIFULLY
A
all included. Drive-in
you." Matthew 6:33. 24 hour cleanup man and mechanic
DANE
,5.44.99. Wallin Hardware, GREAT
-and
decorated new 3 bedroom, 2
phone, answered by God's with tools. Apply at Kay
basement,
cluding
garage
in
basement.
Labcador puppies. AKC
Paris.
bath Colonial ranch. Formal
servants. NOT A TAPE. 759- Mart Auto, 511 S 3rd or call
19,000 sq. ft. of floor
KIRBY .
MAKE AN OFFER
living and dining room, eat
It's A
46007111fire-Pacts --and "FFee---753-4626.
_WPFD_EAT_EliKA_Aodel 500 or registered. Paradise Ken
-area,
freight
elevator.
paVifiaTtliph
in
kitchen, cabinets galore,
Store. Hear our broadcast
507, $39.99. Why
YACUuI
-TODAY iloYd-MaiQls
Fact
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
seettweistaplace, 10
Sundays at 12:30 on WSJP.
price when you can purchase LABRADOR RETRIVER
Truck
loading
dock
Will hire 3 thts month, want
Real
Estate,
105
N.
CLEARERS
closets plus 2 car garage
Model 2201 RotoShear for puppies, AKC registered,
Free Gift
trainees, 17-25 years old.
For factory authorized parts,
railroad
along
and
Near completion. Offered by
12th St.
Only $32.99. Wallin Hard- Blacks and Yellows, Call
Welding, metal working,
sales, and service call 1901i
Wrapping
builder, 753-5167.
753-3406.
side property - exware, Paris.
Community Develop6424619. Located at 102 W.
mechanics. Excellent pay,
alt At
A Sp
BY OWNER: 3 bedroom, 2
WHEELBARROWS, $15.88, 41. PUBLIC SALES
warehouse
Washington St., Court Square,
cellent
advancement,
regular
TWO LOTS in Ceder Heights ....
..
ment Agency in Hazel,
FSiris, TN.
129.99, $39.99 AND $19.99. FIVE PARTY Garage Sale.
..Pe , living, dining, and
raises, high school grad or
Starks Hardware
subdivision. Restricted for .t.
facility.
Call
for
all
KY is now accepting
family
roam with fireplace,
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Thursday, Friday
GED required. Cal/ Navy
and
protection.'
12th & Poplar
eat inkitchen, gas heat, near
Your
details. Boyd-Majors
for
applications
Saturday between Stella and
(502) 753-6.09.
22. MAMMAL
has lovely homesThe
andarea
the mutray High, Ill Doran
•
753-12V
Real Estate, 105 N.
location is great. Close to
NEED MATERIAL handler,
housing rehabilitation
LOWERY MAGIC *Gene Kirksey. First brick house on
Road. 7534405.
Squire
Potts
19. FARM EQUIP.
town and near the lake. See' road.
FREE PARKING!
Organ, 1'2 years old. Sold for
home' diversified duties, general
12th St.
grants.
Three
.$Y
OWNER:
Glassware,
childs
Car
seat
only
$3,700
each.
NELSON
Call
...at
labor.
pply in person
ALMOST NEW Ford, 8 foot, 54000 will sell for $2500
owners in the city of
and riding toys, furniture,
SHROAT REALTORS, bedrooms, two full baths,
c-arrowa y • Mentrtactur tog Picktee disk, $600. Ford bush 759-1856.
living
room,
large
den
with
lots
of-childrens clothes and IT'S WHAT'S inside that 759-.1707
Hazel are invited to
Company, 111 Poplar.
hog, 6 foot, $500. M.F. plow, REALISTIC STER 10 120
kitchen,
fenced
counts! Plenty of comno. 3, t4-inch plows,$400: Call watt receiver, two 150 many other items.
application
ORDERLY AND janitor
an
pickup
-1-ir
tveraCe.
car crarnatg
re
y,
22/10 acres with new
fortable living space to en.
wanted. Apply at Fern 753-2878 or 753-4751
speakers, LAB turntable.
backyard, gas heat, central
at the, Community
joy--living
*inlay Auction I
room with
4 inch well, septic
Terrace Lodge,,1505 Stadium
DEARBORN
two 14 inch Call Pat 753-9635 after 4:30
air.
Low
560's. Shown by
naming 'area plus 3 queen
Development Agency
YARD
View Drive. No phone calls bottom plows. $200. Call pm.
Realty Salts
appointment only. Call 759tank, field line laid
-sized bedrooms with closets
please.
at 302 A Main St.,
753-3830,
TOL INNS? sintiT
4503
after
S
pm.
23. EXTERMINATING
SALE
all
the way across the
only $5,500, House
A ia mincer Heraor9. SITUATIONS WANTED
Hazel between 8 a.m.
FOUR 16 inch Ford Plows
BY OWNER, 8 room house,
rooms. double vanity,
Appratser
Dudley
1506
recently burned, 0all
Call 753-9357.
BABYSITTING
JOBS
particatly furnished, new
and 5 p.m., Monday
(marble) in bath-faceted on
479-37)1
Ph''90l4'29,16
-%
wanted by experienced 9 HP 'HAND TYPE garden
Women's clothing 5
bedroom suite, living roam,
quiet established street near
South ult
o
lion
Frido-y.
435-4360 •
through
mottrer. 753-5954.
new
wood Slave, kitchen Set,
tractor with turning plow,
schools. 'Dial 753-1492 for
through 11, odds
Fir
Assistance- will be
disk,' and cultivator. Sears
captain's chairs on rollers,
your personal showing
12. INSURANCE
ends, some furniture,'
washer,
Drapes,
new
chain-saw, Clinton 4 hp
provided for those who
Offered by Loretta Jobs
WALK TO THE LAKE
refrigerator, range. Lot 100x
motor, Cast iron block with-Realtors.
need help in comSaturday April 21, 8
165
Under;-- St7,000. Call
horizontal shaft. Call 753-9672
from this gustic home
appleting, their
a.m. to 3 p.m.
in mornings.*
492-8850. No reaffors please.
•'
INSURANCE
near
Panorama
The
plications.
BY OWNER, Lovely niree--See
Shores. You'll love the
Kelley's Termite
bedroom brick with garage
housing rehabilitation
MOVING SALE, Friday and
Wayne
Wilson
at
and
paved drive SpaciouS
heavily
wooded
lot,
the
prograth is funded by
Saturday, April 20 thru April
EARN EQUIP.
- & Pest Control
fenced backyard. •Priced in
302 N. 12111 St.
first floor patio and the
22nd. 1045 Panorama Drive,
a grant from the
30's. Call 753-9285.
1978 Drill Morutor, Dickey
ar
Panorama Shores, 436-5544.
753-3253
I
'MU
24. MISCELLANEOUS
ROME
deck off the second
United States departJohn. Four Row. new, a
BY
BUILDER: new _1
SIX
PARTY
yard
sale!
BATHTUBS,WHITE, 5'
bargain.$300
level. 3 bedrooms and
bedroom, 3 bath ,house In ment-of housing and
Friday and Saturday,8 am to
1777
Chisel
Plow
steel,
$64.99;
Colors,
Athens.
$69.99.
Canterbury.
14.
Call 753-3903 for
WANT TO Buy
2 baths, great room
urban development.
4 pm, 907 Vine Street. Furalmost ne w 61.200
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
further information.
niture, clothing for all ages,
- 2977 Grain Wagon, Farm
with
Franklin
JUNK 'CARS deliver or will
COMMODES. WHITE, toys, lots of odds and ends
BY OWNER 4 bedroom, 2½.
"King, excellent condition,
COUNTRY ROADS
pick up. Call 474-8854 or 527$3999; Colors, $47 50. Wallin and
fireplace plus formal
baths, living, dining, and
miscellaneoUS. CanWOO
TAKE
ME
1315.
Hardware, Paris.
family room with fireplace.
1776 Cultipacker, Brillion. 16
celled incase of rain.
dining area and big
CARTER
eat in kitchen, study, double
EAR THWAY
JUNK CARS Call after 5 pm,
ft.. excellent condition, $1,350
PRECISION YARD SALE! 1709 Miller,
NOW
kitchen.
Ready
for
garage and large 'fenced
1976 Disk Harrow, Bush
garden Seeder complete with Saturday, April 21,from 8 till
474-8838.
PHOTOGRAPHIC
I'd this beautiful
Hog, 18 ft , needs minor
Veto. gas heat. 1701 Johnson.
six plates, 130.99 Wallin 5 Household items, toys,
immediate showing.
repair,$2,803
753-1663.
Hardware, Paris.
• STUDIO
Colonial home and 2
furniture
•
-Asking 47,500.
IS. ARTICLES FOR SALE
1474 l'ir,TI Ford, 4 row
lisir OWNER Extra nice 3
EIGHT VW whei s, four 4 YAFID SALE! 8 am Thur
,r.i.efis minor repair, $750
acres that has more
*Weddings
CITY
-CONVENM----w-xwerooni'
-brick, den with
tug, four 5 bolt ..neeis.,arua --stray mor-fling. Clothes,
100 AMP service pole war__JA5_
147
76 Plow, Ford, 4. -furrow
special
_features
than
fireplace, living room,
tires Make otter -)3 2698_
feet of nutriber 2 un4 ttPortroits
NCE - COuntry atgood condition $0
household items, etc:, at 914
you can imagine. All- located _in. CarnehILL sta '
derground service- wire and
FOUR WHITE s;.oke rims 10 5&404E461 Ext.
1975 Cultivator, Thrifty., 4spherss-1---353-4288
7'
P"' _
row,good condition. MO
WO with tires 5350 nearly YARD SALE! Friday and I
19 concrete blocks. All for
rooms are spacious,
twin
minutes
from
is
1975 Bush & Bog Cask,
S125:Call-75-3-314:37--Cuii
FRAM HOUSE,2 bedroom,
am
'
beginning
at
10
Saturday.
with
.
4
bedrooms,
31
,4
Rome. 12 it , ideal for new
ElOY S BLUE 10 speed,bike,
this 3 BR brick, home , bath. 2'i miles trdm .MurraY
15 x 20 INDOOR Outdoor at 510 S 6th Street.-Catarmari
ground,$1,150
baths, living room
orintarktop taft753-5170.girl's shoe skate, - size ,6' 2,
carpet, br..,wn tan and sailboat, clothes, shoes, baby
with family room &
1973
Chevrolet,
Grain
I-fbnda 70, and floating lounge
family room, kitchen
orange. ne4 Pour fold ,ng thing$, odds and erius--"-47,_MOTORCYCLE-S
Truck, C65, heavy axle, 14 ft
'fireplace.
Has
atchair, pbrtible stereo set.
conferance tables like neN 8 43. REAL ESTATE
bed, overhauled 1978, ex19711
AC K
YAMAHA
and a large 19 x 27
Call 753-4482 between 5 and 9
'foot long 3: "es wide Call
tached garikge with
cellent condition, $7.600
--1(5-400- -speciat, 800 actual
game room. Other
759-11.a) 41.e 5 pen.
P
1973 Tractor. IR 1066. 1545
ihiles Call 753-6809 after 5
storage space and
hours,
dual
wheels,
IN SAW chains, .38"
features include 2
,MURRAY 8H 0 electric Siart
Pm. deck for bar-bluing.
4
overhauled 2970. -excellent
pitch for 16" bar, 510.59; 20"
riding iaat:) ower, 30" cut,
at the Murray Calloway County Parks
heating and cooling
HONDA 400-FOUR,excellent
condition, $12.800
lalr, $31.99; 24" bar, $14.55.
Central heat and air
- in good condi. on,phone 753
condition. 753.6562 after S'
Cog Tit 3724 4. ?Liaise
,
systems,
Dept,eApplications can be picked up at
fireplace,
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
3295.
for
year
around
Pm.
HAN Ferias
central
vacuum
the parks department office at 10th and, TWO, 14" ROCKET mags to 'a
RA-P+D-GRC (ix., $1.39, 16
1976 SUZUK I, RM 370A, S 8,
comfort!
Sound infit Ford, $60. Also a
1602 Honaitsge Drive
oz., $2 1§. 31 cc .53.75; 5 lb..
_system,
automatic
W gas oil shocks, air fork kit,
Payne. Deadline is April 30th, 1979.
viting? Then give us a
Mossburg model 600 AT shot-.
Merrily, Ay. 42071
57.75, 10 lb 211.85. Wallin
many
high
perfor mane*
garage door opener,
wf4,-S90- 7534127
Hardware, Pr S.
call. Only $42,900.
extras. Can be seen at 756ANIL
'and
two
redwood
Rigeria Courts, after 5 pm.
RAP1D SHOtiPENER for
PEANUTS
John Smith, Realtor
$550.
decks. All of these will,
RENTAL INCOME
precision sa,.. chain filing,
IM.44
(
DO
‘fOU.KEEP
$1299
only
a'
Nallin
Hard1978,, 650 Special Edition
WE'RE NUMBER ONE!
IF ‘105) HAVE TO ‘iELL, '
add to your total in• PROPERTY
•
ware, Pars
Yamaha, 3000 miles, $1,800.
OUT THERE
SOAtETWNG ESE
door enjoyment and
WERE NUMBER ONE!, STANDINGExcellent
Call
753--0457 between 8 am
rental
SAW
safe
:
OUST
for
4(ELUNG,"WEIZE NUMBER
FOR A -CHANGE!
your warm weather
401411 am
-.
Shoemaker
_umber Co..
property with this
ONE"? EMBARRASSING!
McKenzie To 901) 352-5737.
1974 Suzuki, TM-400 trail
relaxation.
Phone
garage
apartment
bike, exceHent condition.
STAINLESS TEEL kitchen
Kopperud Realty, 753building,
upstairs
'8350 Call 753--0728 after 5
753-7411 (anytime)
doubl!. ''crilpartment, 4
1222
for
full-time
real
hole, Self r r-n ing, $29.99;
Pm
completely remodel•4474-4.6.4.-.44
139 99 ss9 vi Wallin Harestate service.
Ia
ed. Downstairs apartdware, Par
ment needs some
27. MOB HOME SALES
AIN'T got nobody- Here's
All AUCTION
•
finishing
work.
a lonesome little home that
1967.HILLC;'.E rST,12 X 56. all
eerie* erne...* hC
Construction Equipment
face
lift
and
a
little
needs
a
electr
,c,
alr,rni-shed,
Located
near down-Mr!
love to make it tsa-Ppy again,
condi',deed nice. _Price
Z3,2 2
town.
Price - pat
Thursday, April 26-10:00 AM
It's a real bargain at a rock
$3750
Phoni2767:
22Z
reduced to #19,900. .bottom price... loc&ted on an
Kentucky (Paducah Area)
28.,MOB HOME RENTS
acre lot for only $10,000.
Phone
Kopperad
LOCATION 1144sis Y.m (Ame..40(ee (f4,
0 elPlee(cl••••(TI INN vvy 6.Tveni INANNA NT4
60 W-JB ILE HOME
JObs
71:Fffered by -Cd-r---OTSateritai Ia•Neliy Wertre ter WAN, liertire egos ,s4e
furnished Ar conditioned,
off Ilwy49 mml pa I NA.
Realty, 753-1222 for all
Realty dial 753 8221 or 753
•
abe
Nice.. Coup-, only. Phone
the details.
1492 for your appointment
Nan, %Awl Tom! VI ceopI0•1,/ wiring Oft..."

1

I

An

w MURDER

Larry's Clean-Up
& Body Shop
753-7669

can

CLASSIFIED
ADS for

Lifeguards
Needed

a

WE WER,E)
ROBBED!

LiELL

'f°44

753,-3895 Miro- :00 prn,

29. HEATING 8 COOLING
SEARS
BTU air
16.5A
conditioner
r, -ndOw, - used
one seasor 't; 50. Call 753

trk

1179 Uncle..., Feat,* Synder-Me Ine

BEETLE BAILEY
GOT THE
LAST ONE
THEY HAD

I CAN'T WAIT
TO SHOW YOU
MY NEW
BIKINI

"

6210 after 4
WE BUY
cOncl,f one9104

'IOU
YOU
ALMOST

MISSED
_

TO RENT
l' ',"
May 15th:
College ,..• ) .,yee desire's
nice or ,- • , • NO bedroom
Jprnleiashseed

BLONDlE
7 ''55 :NE
KNOw
RE ;303-rc
vE ME A RAISE

WHEN MY HAIR

HAS TURNED TO
SILVER'

IN THE
ROCKIES"
j

. '

shed.' Year
call

753 f3?,
,,,i1 ,i+ • • 32.
MEt
f PTS. FOR RENT
F U
N 1 ',if f- D
APART
T, 0,-1, c.,.droom, /flat,
sleeping r 0,, ri;'.., Zimmerman
Aoaesmorie-, ', Vah Street.
.!--" 751 -6609

IT LL PROBABLY BE

IT'LL EITHER BE,'WHEN
SPRiNGTINIE

E

.

WANTED

-

oEwini-ic.i.s.:..4; ‘ar
-BtEITIDen
RtO
r Oletfint

carpel,

MARSHALL COUNTY
MASTERPIECE
Thisr4 bedroom, 2,1
bath -home''has not
been featured in Better Homes and Gardens YET, but it could
be. The exterior is
cypress and brick, the
Interior is beautifully
decorated and includes alarge bay window in living room,
_ip

:
flr-1 .1.1 "4 14 )17
4 4°-:i 550
r-illig
.

Loectaftiocienc

aONEDar

•
irrti
7`a"51'35:WP3maanO::::it;'1::1)41:1,'?;c1341 iiaa
a
aet
vll
t5
et1.-oy
rnefeeetn
'7
rs4tC

PHANTOM

WE HAVEN'T
DEC iDED ON* A

NAME FOR THE
BABY.

YvHAT 5 TO

DECIDE?
WE'RE ALL NAMED
L 9 KIT, LIKE THE FIRST

PHANTOM.
Sem

WHAT ABOUT
A DIFFERENT
NAME„JU5T
tOR A CHANGE 2
imulr

OHJTARt.ING, 1 WA5
JOKING! 1 WOULDN'T

CHANGE THAT
TRAM-DON FOR
ANYTHING! BUT, IF
"IT" IS A GIRL?

;
o

BuT
IT'LL

TWO Fat r,..; , ,,,V.spartrn—
ent,

avaliat;, ,,,,,,, 1, $175 Per
montg r .i.i-,.. 6930,
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
,
C
aletti
.0
1,ert:n
U:,N
r:
e:1:
:
),: ,,ri
od.f
s
itt.aedn
,i ip.rair
ar
a
ud
oM
s
.9eiE
e
:
t veg
Murray
'a') bedroom.
r0Hr:‘,:11 ..i.,,'

7

C
•

,

-

r

pAcky
116
—

'
7NE 5SCULL CAKE frIANY WEEK9 PASS,-

a 06
I

,,

Nair!
mcd[,11,
plus, ',I,
0311

Call 436-7336'

I-s i ()ROOM' un
i t..,1 ,,e for rent. Call

753 324
TWO 1. I ti

f$:

XiV

LIKE.

BE A
BOY.

em.

A 4

ANY

NAME
YOU

TIN ninsiNiNg

r

IN •'MO, Metelleed

Is.* see .NOTTINad

Is

•KIrl

EACH PIECE POSITIVELY SELLS REGARDLESS OF PRICE TO
THE HIGHEST BITTF.It WITHOUT LIMIT,MINIMUM OR RISER.
VATION! .

South 12th at Sycamor•

') 30. BUS. RENTALS
SHOPPI INC,....E.KER next
to Murra.
, ,..-oe University
campus t- a,,% . dingfor rent.
Eciu,ppr.d ,.,, " las heat and
ale condit)orii,-; c4ll/53.3018.

Ar
round
"''
ti.--:
'.

Na.

CRAWLER TRACTORS. SiI Cat De's, S/N's 44A11027, etA72177,
46A6211, 35,11-7200, 15A2104; Cat DOC, S/N 10E10123; Cat DSC S/N
76A25411; Cat MB,S/N 44A564$; Jahn Deane 450,S/N 01693918-way.

A.1551 or 753-,

31.WANT

II

(4: ALT

I. ACRE LOT near Kentucky
Lake. Call Chuck Thurman,
759 1677 Chilton and Hance
Realty.

sell *use& air

ri

after 5 p.
,

I

Fill11.

~Mier•gree•Ol. EIMOVI*1

rPHCINE 7531651

Walk to the grocery
and shopping with the
purchase of this three
bedroom brick at 1397
Johnson. Lots of builtins and closets plus
pull down stairs for
extra storage. Fenced
back yard and nice
trees. Just' reduced
$1,000.00.

ecOrTornical comfort.
All of these and many
other special featui es
are located on ap1
2 acres
proximately 9/
on Highway 80 in south
County.
Marshall
Kopperud
Phone
Realty,753-1222.

BRAND NEW CABIN, near
the take', -2' bedrooms, living'
room with beamed ceiling.
•
Kitchen with stove and
r.irim house in
Im. refrigerator and most for_
v.iliable
niture will go with sale Only
Sal per month
$9,900.
Nelson
Shroat
deposit "
4
Realtors 759 17,07
ar

Cat

9554 S/N

MOTOR GRADERS. Cat 12, S/N 99FA018, sideshitt & cab; Cat 12,
S/N 70D-3301.!adman & canopy
SCRAPERS: 421 Term TS14's,S/N's 13UOT52089 & I3U01130111; 121
Cat6,111Ca.S/N5111F12S7 and 41FISIS: 131 Cat owIsC's,s/y'r mj4,_.
750154, 750115; Cat DW15F, S/N 7617709; Cat 80 Pull Scraper, S/N
2D2122;42) AC 315 Pull Scrapers,S/N's 1228and 1201, Flat AllisISIS,
S/N 360)0114,Paddle Wheel Scraper.
COMPACTORS, DISCS, WATER WAGONS. BuitaloSprIngtleld
K45A, S/N 29522; Grace 80" Sheerafoot, S/N 280, Rome TAW2040
Bush & Boa,S/N 21814; Euclid 9FDT Water Wagon,SIN-32918: White
with 30001 Gal. Water Tank& Pump,
DRA'GI4NES. Koehring 405, S/N 10604,60' boom; larame 25, S/N
12714, tot parts; 120 Draiihne Buckets; Ii Clam Buckzi '
LOWBOYS, TRUCKS, TRAILERS ISIS Phelan 56•Ton, 3-Ails
Lowboy; Miller--Tth-Top w/ hoist; 32' Single Axle Flatted; Single
Axle Auto Carrier; (31 Storage Trailers; 12) Diamond T Tractors
with C,urtunins tandem; Chevrolet All-Purpose Dump; Chevrolet
Mechanic 'Truck w/welders, ginpote& air compressor; Williams IF
office-Trailer; IMC 'Singe Axle Truck/Tracar, 4-Wheel Farm
Trailer.

den

took:nig bland in,.
ehen, pegged hardwood floors and two
heat pump systems for
year-round
your

LOADERS: Cat 48, S/N 87A6743, GP mei ROPS
85.1117114; Cat *891.5/N 80A7234.

REAL ESTATE
753-10/10
Professional Servo's
With The friendly Touch"

WANT TO START
OWN
YOUR
This
BUSINESS???
building on- S. 4th

Street with business
area in front, shop

„FUEL & GREASE EQUIT'MENT 8000 Gal Tralln.,)bile Stainless.
htectratTotirtfutittransferpornp: 8006011 fa/Naiad
,-30510
-Gal. Fuel Skid Tank; 41/08Gal.*Trailmobde Tanker, 3000 Gal. Tank on
Chevrolet Truck with oil supplies: Fuel &Grease Truck with Air am& reels an Ford; Skid Mugged Greaiang Unit Complete with
fi Compressor; Miscellanea= Small Fuel Tanks & Bodies.

ar

RADIOS, OFFICE EQUIPMENT, HAND TOOLS: Malaria Base
& Mobilea 42.03; Adding Machine; Copy
Machines:
Typewriter, Hand Tools.
aNICILLAITIOVA Calvess Floc lortiNksa 11NN, kn.low raw SANWA taw
Station

Each piece positively sells regardless of
-4! without limit. Minimum or Reservatice

price to Use MOW* bidder

,TERMS: Cast, or Cashier's Check. A Bank Letter Must Accompany
All Company or Personal Dierks. No Exceptions. Full Settlement To
Be Made Ilky of Sale,

area in back and
possible living area
upstairs could be the
answer to your needs.

Building is on 100'x250'
lot. Call .today for
details. Boyd-Majors
Real Estate, 106. N.
12th. St.

INIINIT,N Into:NINA
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
41. USED CARS
TRAIL BIKE 70 cc, 1294
actual miles. Call 753-1856
after 5 PM,
YAMAHA, XS- 500,
1976
good condition, 4000 miles.
Call 753 0514.
48. AUTO. SERVICE
CAR BATTERIES, 24 month
guarentee, 522 88 36 month
guarentee, 80 amp, $26 99 60
month guarentee, 95 amp,
Wallin
536.99_
Hardware,
Paris.
TIRE
SALE
Premium
grade, white wall, 0 ply
polyester with Road Haza60
guarantee
A78X13. $2139
and $1 72 FET; E78X14,
63
525
and 52.20 FET;
f: 78 X14, $26.40 and, $2.3,2
ET, G78X14 or 15, $28 T0
and $254 FET, H78X14 or 15,
530.52 and $2.76 FET,
L78X15, $3286 and $3.06
FET. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
41. USED CARS
1974 :BUICK Regal great
condition, must sell. Call 753
9964 after 5:00 PM.
1974 CHEVELLE Legunda,
S-3. Power steering, Power
brakes, Air, Swivel seats new
engine, $2350 Call 753-8124

1974
CAMERO,
AUTOMATIC, air, power,
low mileage 759-1906.
1971 DODGE POLARA, good
tires, good motor $aw Call
753-0514
1978 DODGE MAGNUM XE,
loaded wiff1 extras, call 7537413 after S pm
1967 FIREBIRD, automatic
transmission,
body
very
nice. Call, 474-2756 after 4
pm.

FOR SALE: 1972 Ausfi, 100
LS, air, AM FM radf6, good
condition. Call after 6 pm,
153 4506.
1971 INTERNATIONAL
Travel all, automatic, power
and air.3600. Call 753-4053. •
1971 PLYMOUTH DUSTER,
speed.318 engine. 753-0069.
1973 PINTO, automatic, Air,
58000, miles, nice. $1200. Call
753.-8124.
1973 PINTO SQUIRE wagon,
53,000 miles, automatic, and
air, radials. Nice. 753 2738.
1971 TRIUMPH TR 6, 42,000
actual
miles, excellent
condition, Michelin radial
tires, 30 miles per gallon,
$2475 Call 753 9920

tiro Vi 41put street

NEW OFFICE HOURS

Closed

Monday-Frida 7.30-Noon

II

Wed

Saturday 7.30 til 5:00
PRICE SOAVE 81.25

PRICE HAIR CUT 51 50

For hospitol & house calls *ass ail 733-3483 sue dry he siranc• Motors Public Sinks.

4111

vws
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usinew
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20 MILE
DELIVERY
753-0984

Floored cutd ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also born style, offices, cottages, mobile home ad-ons and patios, or U.
BUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
Closed Free Fri.
x 60. Buy the best for less.
pie. HI See. 2 pair: - CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

53. SERVICES OFFERED

1978 TRANS AM loaded with
extras. 753 6562 after 5 pm
1967
VOLKSWAGON
Squareback, new tires, good
dependable transportation.
$575. Ca117$3-8124
WHITE TRANS Am, 31,000
actual miles, best offer. Call
753 0552 after 5 pm
SO. USED TRUCKS
1977 CHEVY 3 quarter ton
2WD, every option, 14000'
miles,$5000
Excellept
cOndition.
Call
753-7593
before 3 PM.
1977 CUSTOMIZED DODGE
Van, 6000 actual miles. A-1
condition. Call day or night
1-345-2008.
1072
CHEVROLET
Cheyanne, 350, automatic,
Power Steering, Power
Brakes, Air, 55000 mileS,
$1600. Call 753-8124.
1976 DODGE FOUR wheel
drive, 436 2332 between 9 and

1976 MARK TWAIN 16 tri
hull, walk through windshield, 150 hp Mercury motor
with power trim and power
tilt, with trailer. Extra nice
Call 759 4588 from 10 to 5.753
7637 after 5
ONE., SHARK
Wildflower
sailboat, 1112 foot with sails,
mast, oars. Never in water,
Cost $1000 only $725. Also 12"
Craftsman
wood
lathe
$175.00. Call 753-5534.

1''
1968
JEEPSTEP
COM
MANDER. 4 wheel drive.
1970 Chevrolet pickup. V8. 9'p
1973 Honda 500, 4 cylinder.
Call 436 2400 after 4 pm.
REBUILT ENGINE for
Chevy Luv pickup, $200. Also
will install. Phone 492-8841.
-

-

u1

Uflil0tatureSyna,cai.. in,

You WANT ME TO 00 TO The

CAMPER
TOP
for
Chevrolet, step side bed, real
nice, paneled, cabinets,
wired for battery oor 110. 4362796.
CAMPER (WEEKENDER)
with sink and potty, sleeps 3,
$250 435 4588,
8 FOOT TRUCK .topper,
paneled, excellent condition,
$150. Cap 753-8324.
l7A foot PHENIOX Camper
sleeps six, $1700. Call 753,8056
,STARCRAFT
AND
Road
• Ranger
Dealer,
travel
traiktrs, 5th wheels, and
popup.. Both new and used
Complete line, parts and
accessories, hitches, brakes,
and lights; instalIckl. White's
Camper Sales, located East
74 highway toward Ken
Lake, Murray, KY, Call 7533605.
27' VEGA'TRAVEL trailer,
deluxe model, air, awning,
carpet, t.v antenna,, spare
tire, large refrigerator, dual
holding
tanks, like new
condition. $4875. 753-9920.

$2. BOATS & MOTORS

1978 MODEL 197" deep V
Runabout
with 228 hp
Mercruiser, all aluminum
Tandum
trailer.
Has been
52. BOATS & MOTORS
water only one time. 753-4320.
CUSTOM BUILT Astroglass
bass boat, 125 hp Evinrude 1976 RUNABOUT 15 1 2 foot
motor, trolling motor, heavy 115 hp Johnson $3,700 Call
duty drive on trailer. Call 492-8313
753-8792.
1978 TERRY 460 CM Bass
14' FIBERGLASS BOAT, Boat with 191855 hp Evinrude
Runabout, 25 hp Johnson with stainless prop. Extras
motor, eleetric start, and include depth finder, foot
Johnson
controls, good control trolling motor, drive
trailer. Rigged for
condition. Boat, motor, and on
trailer, $550 or best offer. 753- Tourament fishing. $4200.
3124.
Firm. Call anytime, 436.5811.
20 FOOT COACHMAN travel
trailer. Call 753-5499.

*PRESCRIPTIONS *FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
*HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
Free Delivery On Prescriptions In City Limits

53. SERVICES OFFERED
NEW LAWNMOWER Shop
CAMPER
REPAIR, all located at Murray Sport WOULD LIKE to keep
, 718 S 4th children in my home. I live in
brands, Eat-lift and Reese Marine Center‘
hitches, electric brakes, and Street, Murray. Call 753 7400 The Kirksey area, have had
experience. 489 2276
light hookups White Camper Fast service.
Sales, IgGated East 94 high
SHEETROCK FINISHING, WILL HANG wallpaper and
way,,-ward
Ken Lake, rabting,
smati carpenter paint 10 add final touch to
Murray, KY. 753 0605.
yoltir spring cleaning Call
contractor can 354-8565
COMPLETE
ASPHALT WILL MOW yards Call 753 437 4617 atter 3 pm.
maintenance paving, pat 9210
WOULD LIKE to babysit ji
ching, also seal coating. Call WET
my home, weekdays, for 3',
BASEMENT? We
753 7148 or 753 9043. Located make
wet basements dry, year old or. up. 759 1808.
at Murray Speedway: High
57. WANTED
work completely guarenteed
.
way 641 N of Murray.
Call or -write Morgan Con
TWO PROFESSIONAL men:DO. YOU
need stumps strUction Co., Route 2, Box looking for a 2 bedroom.
removed from your yard or 409A, Paducah, KY 42001, or house,
preferably
wit*
land cleared of stumps? We call day orfight, 1 442-7026.
garage or out building. Cali;
can remove stumps up to 24" WILL
DO plumbing, heating 753 3324 frqm 10 am to 5 pm.
below the ground, leaving
and air conditioning, repairs WANTED: ELECTRIC golf:.
only sawdust and chips. Call 'and
remodeling around the carts, any condition. Write.;
for tree estimate, Steve Shaw home
753 2211
BOX 296, Mayfield, KY 42066.
753 9490.tr Bob Kemp, 435
4343,
DAIVE.WA .
s S
WHITE
rocked and graded,
size
pea grerGel, free estimates
Clifford Garrison, 753 5429
after 4 pm.
•
EXTENOR AND interior
painting, carpentri work
done, decks and porches bull
and repaired, gutter cleaning
installation,
small
or
plumbing, concrete walks,
patios, and drivewaYs also
done. Call 436-5570 after 5 PM
for free estimates.
GUTTERING
BY
Sears,
Sears continous gutters
installed
.per
your
This choice home will show you real pride of
specifications. Call- Sears
ownership. Check out this lovely 3 bedroom '
753-2310 for free estimates.
home with formal dining room,family room with.
HUGH OUTLAND roofing,
excellent references, call
fireplace, 23 x 15 game room and much, much
753-1486 between 7 am and
more. Located one block frorp Murray High
3:30 pm, ask for Shelley.

ATTENTION
DATSUN
owners! Ecomony
epa ir
143zel. KY. has an
Shop
experienced
and
factory
trained mechanic. You can
save up to 50 per cent labor
cost. Come in or call for
estimates
and
compare.
Phone 4924241. • , . ADDITIONS,
EN
CLOSURES,
fireplaces,
garages,
building,
home
insurance
work,
new
restorations.
Murray
Remodeling, 753-5167.
ADDITIONS,
ENCLOSURES, fireplacces,
garages,
home
building,
insurance work, new baths
and kitchens, restorations.
Murray
Remodeling, 7535167.
BYARS BROTHERS & Son.
General home remodeling;
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing. Call 1395-4967 pr 1 362.4895.
BACK HOE WORK, septic
tanks, gravel and dirt
hauling. 753-5808 or 753 5706.
CONCRETE & BLOCK work.
Block garages, basements,
driveways, walks, patios, INSULATION BLOWN in by
steps, free estimates. 753-' Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bill's,
5476.
Call Sears, 753-2310, for free
CAN'T GET those small jobs
around the house or mobile estimates.
home done? Carpentry, JACK'S BLACK TOP paving.
painting,
plumbing, patching, also seal coating
aluminum , siding, patios, Phone 436.2513.
small concrete jobs. Call 436- LANDSCAPING AND lawn
2562 after 5 pm.
care, by the job or contract
CARPET CLEANING, at for the entire season. C811
reasonable rates. Prompt 436-5570 after 5 pm. Free
ancrefficient service. Custom estimates.
Carpet Care. 489-2774.
MOBILE HOME anchors
CARPET CLEARtNG, free underpinning, roofs sealed,
patio
awnings,
and
estimates,
satisfied
carports. Call
references, V ibra-Vac steam aluminum
or dry cleaning-. Call Lee's Jack Glover, 753-1873 after 6
pm.
Carpet Cleaning, 753-5827.
WILL DO baby sitting in my WILL DO housework
home Call 759-1925.
492.8700.

School. Priced at $62,500.
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THIS PROFESSIONAL STAFF PRODUCED:

N 155THOUSAND
IN REAL ESTATE SALES FOR 1978 -WE EXPECT 1979 TO BE EVEN BETTER

FOR FAST RESULTS LIST WITH BOYD-MAJORS
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SCOTT'S
DRUGS

30-DAY TLAIIIMATUR1 OUTLOOK
ABOVE
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NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE

GENERAL ELECTRIC
124 MIXER

dP

THIRTY DAY WEATHER OUTLOOK — This is\wh
the nation's weather looks for the next 30 days in terms of precipitation and temperatures, according to the
National Weather Service.

Four To Receive
Hutson Scholaiships

Coldwater Baptist
Church Will Hold
Inslitute -

No-Till
Farming Update
Speaker Will Be

from

University of Ky.

Thursday, April 19th
7 P.M.
at the

West Ky. Expo Center
Free Dinner
Catered By
Hicko Hut Barbedue

4'

9298 149 i

,

fo

PRICES GOOD WED., APRIL 18 THRU SUN. APRIL 22
ENTIRE STOCK
STRUCTO
..Ly,

UNIVERSAL
IN
STOCK
ELECTRIC
SMOKE GRILL "Gun'
ALARM

V
1. 411111100)'
....

THERMOS &
GOTT
COOLERS

95

Sale

'Salo
Reg.$24.96

s.•

2-

==20:3

/.4

ENTIRE LINE

COLGATE

MAX FACTOR'

$1 29
SALE

U. L APPROVED

FIRE EXT.
cI' t

n.sok

IAPERS
Reg. $2.82

1
2 Lb.
3/
Reg.$12.99

1/2

Limit 1

LUV

$
2
09
Limit 1

(t&

0

MYLANTA.
LIQUID &
TABLETS
Limit 4
Rag. $1.69

Sale

OFF

PRO COMBS
& BRUSHES

90z.
REG.$2.13

COSMETICS

25%

ENTIRE STOCK

TOOTHPASTE

OFF

/

-

Dr. Charles Reick
Weed Science Specialist

s14

g;:, ,

EGIT GRIDDLE
$4798 $3499
1144 STAND MIXER
, $3598 $2495
1CM-10 COFFEE MAKER
$3398 $2195
ALL G.E. IRONS
1/2 PRICE!1
ELECTRIC DIGITAL RADIO
$38§9 $2899
1101-4 HAIRSETTER .
. $2898 $19"
CS-4 MIST CURLER
, 1798 9499
T-11 TOASTER
$1898 $1169
EP-1 PEELING WAND
$23" 1O

(AP LAserphoto Map)

Three West Kentuckians Hawkins is the first-year
and one Tennessean have been recipient.
Applicants
must
be
named 1979-80 recipients of
$1,000 Hutson Chemical residents of Ballard, Caldwell,
Company Scholarships at Calloway, Carlisle, CritMurray State University. tenden, Fulton, Graves, Hickman, Lyon, Livingston,
They are:
David -Lynn Bugg, a senior Marshall, McCracken or
agriculture major at the Trigg Counties in Kentucky or
university and the son of Mr. of Henry, Obion, Stewart or
and Mrs. tlaude C. Bugg, Sr., Weakley Counties in Tennessee.
of Clinton.
Recipients must be memPatricia Lynn Melvin, a
junior computer science bers of a farm family, and
major and the daughter of Mr. may pursue any full-line
and Mrs. Kenneth L. Melvin, course of study they choose at.-.
the university.
Route 2, Murray.
The awards are among 89 in
Janet Gall Tucker, a
sophomore journalism- honorary, memorial and
communications major and alumni scholarships, totaling
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. $68,600, which have been made
Charles Edward Tucker, at the university by.the alumni
association this year. All the
Route 1,Kirksey, and
Cheryl Denise Hawkins, a scholarships will be presented
graduating senior at Stewart officially at a reception April
County High School and the 28 in the lobby of Ordway Hall
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.Sam with the recipients and their
C. Hawkins, Route 1, Big parents as guests.
The annual alumni banquet
Rock, Tenn., at Murray State,
she plans to major in will follow in the Beshear
Gymnasium of the Student
elementary education.
Cheryl has maintained a Center.
scholastic average of 97
percent throughout high
school and will graduate next
month as the valedictorian of
her 113-member class.
Her honors— include
math awards, listing in
"Who's Who Among American
High Students" and "The
The • Coldwater Baptist
Society of Distinguished Church will hold a Bible
American
School Institute starting Thursday.
High
Students" as well as mem- April 19, and continuing
bership in the 4-H Congress.
through Sunday. April 22.
Her high school activities according to the pastor,., the
include membership in. FHA, Rev. Odis Y.Shultz.
4-H Club, math club, science
Speakers will--be the Rev.
club, the Beta Club and work Larry Salmon, Thursday; the
as a reporter on the school Rev. Billy Turner, Friday; the
newspaper, "Black and Rev. Leon Penick, Saturday;
Gold."
the Rev. Don Farmer,Sunday
The four-year scholarships morning; and the Rev.
are provided from interest Stephen
Cobb, Sunday
generated from the in- evening.
vestment of a $50;000 conServices will be at7:30 p.m.
tribution to the university by Thursday -through Saturday,
the Hutson Chemical Com- and at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. on
pany of Murray..
Sunday. At noon on Sunday a
Bugg, Miss-Melvin and Miss potluck luncheon will be
Tucker have been awarded served.
continuing scholarships under. The-pastor, the Rev. Shultz,
the program, while Miss— invites the public to attend.

:::LAR 1

Sale

SCOTT'S DRUGS

CHESTNUT STREET

I

